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CORNER ACCESS, left handed options illustrated unless stated.
Where maximum access to the shower area is required. (*WF2 & WF3 not handed unless doors are unequal sizes).

WF1 WF2 WF3 WF4

WF6 WF7 WF8 WF9 WF10 WF11 WF12

WF14 WF15 WF16 WF17 WF18 WF19

WF21 WF22 WF23 WF24 WF25 WF26

WF29 WF30 WF31 WF32 WF33 WF34

CORNER ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL, left handed options illustrated unless stated.
Fixed panel allows for close siting of a WC or wash hand basin. 

FRONT ACCESS, left handed options illustrated unless stated.
Provides maximum access to the shower area in an alcove situation. 

FRONT ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL, left handed options illustrated unless stated.
Providing easy access across an alcove once occupied by a bath tub. 

FRONT ACCESS WITH RETURN PANEL, left handed options illustrated unless stated.
A return panel will help to create an enclosed shower area. 

WF28

Not handed* Left hand illustrated*

Not handed Not handed

Not handed

WF5

Not handed

WF20

WF27

Maximum size:
A:1500mm  B:1000mm

Maximum size:
A:1500mm  B:900mm

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm 

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm 

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm B: 1000mm 

Maximum size:
A:1200mm

Maximum size:
A:1500mm

Maximum size:
A:1600mm  B:1500mm

Maximum size:
Will fi t an area over 875mm, max 1350mm. 

Maximum size:
A:1500mm B:900mm

Maximum size:
A:1500mm B:1000mm

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm B:1500mm

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm B:1000mm

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm B:1000mm

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm B:1500mm

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm

Maximum size:
Will fi t between three walls minimum
875mm, maximum 1350mm. 

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm 

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm

Maximum size:
Will fi t between three 
walls minimum 1375mm, 
maximum 1850mm. 

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm B: 1200mm

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm B: 1200mm

Maximum size:
A:1500mm B: 1200mm

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm B: 1200mm

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm B: 1200mm

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm B: 1200mm

    SHOWER DOORS   

WFX

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm

WFY

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm

WF35

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm 

WF13

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm B:1000mm

Reverse hinge options available to enable the doors to fold into the shower area. 
Suffi x your door reference with R for reverse hinged door options: Eg: WF1LH-R 

REVERSE HINGE 

AVAILABLE

FIXED PANELS ONLY
To maximise access, left hand illustrated.



Biomaster antibacterial protected shower trays are 
proven to inhibit the growth of bacteria by up to 99.99%

Bacteria, both good and bad, are a fact of life and they 
are all around us. Most bacteria are rendered harmless 
by the protective effects of our immune systems and 
some are benefi cial. But several species of pathogenic 
bacteria, such as Campylobacter, MRSA, E.coli, 
Legionella, Listeria and Salmonella can make us ill.

Independently tested in thousands 
of applications, Biomaster is 
proven to inhibit the growth of 
these harmful bacteria and many 
others, and is exclusively built 
into our range of level and easy 
access shower trays.

When it comes to healthcare 
environments – hospitals, 
care homes and home care, 
hygiene is critical.

The use of Biomaster protected 
level and easy access shower 
trays in home and healthcare 
environments minimises the risk 
of organisms such as MRSA, 
E.coli and Legionella 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, forming a 
built-in protection against harmful 
bacteria.

PROTECTION IN THE HOME.
Home is where the heart is; it’s 
also where the germs lurk. It’s 
impossible to keep your shower 
tray clean at all times, but level and easy 
access shower trays with Biomaster protection interrupt 
and inhibit the growth of harmful bacteria around the 
clock.

PROTECTION IN HEALTHCARE.
Infections such as MRSA acquired during hospital stays 
are the most common complications of hospital care and 
one of the most serious patient safety concerns.

Shower trays featuring Biomaster are a key factor in 
reducing the risks of cross contamination within care 
homes and hospitals where the same facilities are used 
by different people a number of times per day.

3

1

2

Biomaster binds
to the cell wall
disrupting growth 

The Biomaster ions interfere 
with enzyme production stopping 
the cell producing energy

Biomaster interrupts 
the cell’s DNA 
preventing replication

Home is where the heart is. 
It’s also where the germs lurk!

Contour shower trays with 
Biomaster protect against the 
dangers that can’t be seen. 

Every case of MRSA 
costs the National Health 
Service an extra £9,000. 
It is estimated that the 
total cost to the NHS has 
exceeded £1billion 
(source: Royal College of 
Physicians).

Is Biomaster safe?
Yes. It is based on silver ion technology, recognised 
for centuries with no harmful effects. It is also used in 
medical, food and water applications.

          Has Biomaster been 
tested?
Yes, repeatedly. Biomaster 
is tested to ISO standards 
as well as on-going quality 
control tests and environment 
trials.

How long is Biomaster 
effective for?
Biomaster is effective for 
the lifetime of the shower 
tray. Built-in during the 
manufacturing process, 
Biomaster forms an integral 
part of each shower tray. It 
will not wash out or wear 
away and supports normal 
cleaning practices by working 
continuously to keep harmful 
bacteria and mould at bay.

How effective are 
Biomaster protected 
shower trays?
When bacteria come into 
contact with the shower tray 
surface, the silver ions prevent 
them from growing, producing 

energy or replicating, therefore they die, keeping your 
shower tray fresher for longer.

Round the clock antibacterial 
protection for home and healthcare

A home hygiene study 
carried out by the Hygiene 
Council found that in 12% of 
cases visibly clean surfaces 
were found to be heavily 
contaminated. The shower is 
categorised as high risk for 
the growth of bacteria.

‘Built-in protection            
against harmful bacteria’



  

                      

   WET FLOOR AREAS
   A sloped area covered in tiles or vinyl flooring
   Eco-dec® Floor Former
   ShowerDec® Floor Former

   SHOWER DOORS
   Standard, Made to Measure & Luxe Options
   Carerscreens® 
   Glass Screens

   LOW LEVEL
   Up to 40mm in height
   Falcon *NEW SIZE AVAILABLE*
   Kestrel
   Gannet
   Peacock, Owl & Lapwing

   STEP-IN
   Above 40mm in height
   Dove & Nightingale  
   Prinia

   CUBICLES
   A self contained showering area
   Cubicle Range

   ANCILLARY ITEMS
   Shower Waste Pumps
   Eco-save Mixer Shower    
   Electric & Mixer Showers
   Extractor Fans *NEW*
   Clos-o-mat Palma Vita Automatic WC
   Shower Seats
   Grabrails & Hinged Arm Supports
   Washbasins & Toilets *NEW*
   Doc ‘M’ Packs
   Height Adjustable Changing Bench 
   Swing Washbasin
   Shower Wastes
   Curtains & Curtain Rails
   Shower Tray Ramps
   EXTRAS
   Body Dryer, Contour Coving, Toilet Plinths, Window Kit, 
   Wetroom Tanking Membrane, Service Pipe Ducting

   TRADITIONAL RANGE
   Chaffinch, Dipper, Eagle 745, Eagle 845, Kittiwake, 
   Mallard, Penguin, Ramp R04 & R05, Redwing, Teal & Wagtail

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

CONTENTS   |   1      

Due to continued product development we reserve the right to 
amend details and prices without prior notice. February 2016

   Why choose Contour Showers, 3D Design & 
   Sustainability

   LEVEL ACCESS
   No height difference between the tray & floor
   Tern *NEW*
   Swift
   Eagle TWO
   Osprey, Harrier, Merlin, Skylark, Swan & Stork
   Sandmartin, Kingfisher, & Kite
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2   |   WHY CONTOUR?   

Over 55 years experience
Contour Showers are at the forefront of the manufacture and supply of easy access showering 
solutions for the elderly and less able. We specialise in providing shower solutions for all challenging 
circumstances and individual needs.

24 hour turnaround
Order any stock item from our range before 12 noon and it will normally be despatched the same 
day for delivery within the UK mainland the next working day. Non-stock, bespoke shower doors 
are made to measure and despatched within 24 hours for delivery within the UK mainland within 2 
working days.

Lifetime guarantee
All our shower tray’s, shower doors, wetroom floor formers and own branded shower seats have 
a lifetime guarantee. Our guarantee applies to any manufacturing defects and is offered on all 
products provided they have been used in the manner they were intended. (*5 year for Tern tray).

Exclusive antibacterial protection
Only Contour easy access shower tray’s incorporate Biomaster antibacterial protection. Biomaster 
has been proven to inhibit the growth of bacteria by up to 99.99% and is proven to be affective 
against antibiotic resistant bacteria such as resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and 
Vancomycin-resitant Enterococcus (VRE), helping to prevent the risk of cross-contamination in high 
use areas.

Sustainability
We are committed, wherever possible, to ‘reducing whole life costs’ of our products. For example 
our Eco-dec® range, which is manufactured from recycled plastic material, and our shower doors 
and P12 shower waste pump that are both made from components that are 100% recyclable.

Website 
A unique website built to assist with the specification process providing complete product details at 
the click of a mouse.
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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QUALITY  |   3 
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Our Products
Contour Showers are accredited with ISO 9001             
Quality Management System for the manufacture  
and supply of shower trays, wetroom floor formers, 
shower doors and shower accessories. 

Shower trays
Quality and service guaranteed 

•  UK manufactured in-house to the highest standards.

•  Lifetime guarantee. (*5 year for Tern tray).

•  Independently tested for strength and slip resistance.

•  Withstand up to 42 stone in weight (270kg).

•  Exclusively incorporating Biomaster                                  
.   antibacterial protection, see inside front cover.  

•  View our testing case study at 
.   www.contour-showers.co.uk

•  NOT suitable for power showers.

Shower doors and glazing
Strength and durability

•  Complies with the British Standard for impact              
.   resistance and ISO 179 for impact performance. 

•  Translucent, impact resistant PET.

•  3mm thick, equivalent of                                              
    toughened glass class B. 

•  Toughend safety glass:
.   4mm thick, EN 12150                                
    compliant. 

•  Doors and hinges tested to 
    5000 opening and closing 
    cycles to replicate extreme usage.  

Cubicles

•  Glazed using indestructible Polypropylene
.   exceeds all classifications.

Eco-dec® floor formers
Strength and durability

•  Independently tested to replicate extreme usage.

•  Eco-dec® demonstrated no detrimental effect after 
.   a seat, loaded with 30 stone, 190kg, was raised and         
.   dropped 22,180 times. 
.   Minimum load on an individual shower chair before 
.   cracking occurred was 5.5kN, the equivalent of 88         
.   stone. 
 

Certificate Number 12052 
ISO 9001 
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4   |   FREE 3D DESIGN SERVICE   



 















  
















































































View and decide upon a proposed 
adaptation before work commences.
•  This service provides a clear visualisation of the proposed bathroom layout, helping to ensure the
    proposal is the right solution for the end users needs, capabilities and property.  
•  An invaluable tool when initial discussions and bathroom layouts are proposed, benefiting Occupational          
.   Therapists, Specifiers and end users alike. 
•  Not only generates a 3D image but also a fully dimensional, itemised floor plan, along with any necessary        
.   additional comments. 
•  Software licences available for use within your own organisation. Quickly produce your own
.   visuals during initial discussions. Please ask for details.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

FREE
SERVICE
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SUSTAINABILITY  |   5 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Green credentials
•  Eco-dec® floor formers are made from recycled           
.   plastic waste materials using the Powder               .   
.   Impression Moulding (PIM) process. (Developed 
    by ERT plc).

•  The PIM process allows us to improve our          .   
.   environmental footprint by adding new value to
    mixed plastic waste streams by conversion
    into added value products, which, in turn, can be
    recycled. 

•  The PIM process revolutionises mixed plastic     .   .   
.   waste disposal compared to traditional systems. 

Eco-dec® carbon 
footprint
•  An independent assessment has calculated that    
.   the carbon footprint of Eco-dec® is between 
    60%-90% lower than equivalent products made
    from virgin materials currently sold in the UK. 

•  Eco-dec® contains over 97% recycled plastics       
.   from post consumer waste. 

•  The life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of this . 
    product are, on average, 64Kg CO2 equivalent per 
.   Eco-dec®. 

•  The product life cycle greenhouse gas emission               
.   of Contour Eco-dec® was assessed in 
.   accordance with BSi PAS 2050:2008 and is 
.   expressed in mass of carbon dioxide equivalent               
.   (CO2e).

The calculations have been performed by URS/Scott Wilson, a leading sustainability 
and environmental consultancy accredited with the Carbon Trust, using the same 
methodology and up to date emission factors published by DEFRA and the WORLD 
RESOURCES INSTITUTE (WRI). 

Primary data has been used wherever possible, however, where it has 
been necessary to use secondary data or make assumptions a principal of 
conservativeness has been applied.  

Mixed plastic waste 
is transformed into 
a valuable raw 
material.

The PIM process starts with 
ordinary mixed plastic waste.

Raw material is made 
into a variety of floor 
former options.

Carbon Footprints, 1300x800 floor formers

Eco-dec® Carbon Footprint

Activity KG CO2
(equivalent)

Raw material manufacture 10

Raw material transport 0.2

Manufacture 52

Transport to warehouse 0.1

Disposal of waste product to landfill 2

TOTAL 64

View and decide upon a proposed 
adaptation before work commences.
•  This service provides a clear visualisation of the proposed bathroom layout, helping to ensure the
    proposal is the right solution for the end users needs, capabilities and property.  
•  An invaluable tool when initial discussions and bathroom layouts are proposed, benefiting Occupational          
.   Therapists, Specifiers and end users alike. 
•  Not only generates a 3D image but also a fully dimensional, itemised floor plan, along with any necessary        
.   additional comments. 
•  Software licences available for use within your own organisation. Quickly produce your own
.   visuals during initial discussions. Please ask for details.
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6   |   WETROOMS 
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

ECO-DEC®
The eco-friendly, easy to install, 
wetroom floor former.  

•  Quick and simple to install environmentally friendly floor formers that create level access wetrooms. 

•  Pre-formed surface eliminates the need and inconvenience of creating falls in a bathroom floor.

•  Concealed underneath the vinyl or tiled flooring once installed.     

•  Allows the bathroom to become a wheelchair friendly or walk-in wetroom.

•  Made in the UK from over 97% recycled plastic materials.

•  The carbon footprint of an Eco-dec® is between 60% - 90% lower than equivalent  
    products made from virgin materials.                                        

•  Only 24mm thick, easily locates in solid floors or wooden floors without the need for joist modification.

•  Incredibly strong, yet light in weight for easier handling.

•  Use effectively as part of the Environmental Management System, ISO14001.

•  Can be cut in virtually any position using conventional wood working tools to allow 
    precise installation.

•  Designed to be used with floor tiles if preferred. A suitable tanking membrane would 
    also be needed, see page 101.

•  Lifetime guarantee. Scan to view                 
Eco-dec® details on 
your phone or tablet.

 G
U

A R A N T E
E

LIFE
TIME

EASY TO

INSTALL

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 
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email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

No height difference from the floor

Reference Tray Size

A B

ED900x900* 900 900

ED1000x1000 1000 1000

ED1200x1200 1200 1200

ED1200x750 1200 750

ED1300x800 1300 800

Reference Tray Size

A B

ED1400x900 1400 900

ED1500x800 1500 800

ED1500x1000 1500 1000

ED1800x800 1800 800

ED1800x900 1800 900

lA

lB

*Please note, ED900x900 is 22mm thick.
Eco-decs® are not handed.

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Eco-dec® cross section detail. 

  

                      

Remove an area of flooring to accept the 24mm 
Eco-dec®. 

  

                      

Make existing floor and Eco-dec® absolutely level 
using plywood.

  

                      

Door corner blocks can be trimmed on site to 
accommodate floor coving and to fit Eco-dec®.

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    2 part, 50mm water seal
    trapped waste. 

•  Suitable for use with flexible sheet flooring.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute.

•  Pumped trap available if using in a waste pump situation.

•  VSG1, valve shower gully, available 
    where floor depth is restricted.

    See pages 93 & 95 for more details.

Supplied with gravity waste

CUW01 pumped waste available

 
1800x800mm & 1800x900mm: 
Cut to size bath replacement

WETROOMS   |   7 
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8   |   WETROOMS 

ECO-DEC® 900x900 ECO-DEC® 1000x1000 ECO-DEC® 1200x750

ECO-DEC® 1200x1200 ECO-DEC® 1300x800 ECO-DEC® 1400x900 

Eco-dec 900x900 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED900x900

Eco-dec 1000x1000 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1000x1000

Eco-dec 1200x1200 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1200x1200

Eco-dec 1200x750 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1200x750

Eco-dec 1300x800 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1300x800

Eco-dec 1400x900 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1400x900

ECO-DEC® 1500x800 

Eco-dec 1500x800 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

ECO-DEC® 1500x1000 

Eco-dec 1500x1000 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

ECO-DEC® 1800x800

Eco-dec 1800x800 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

ECO-DEC® 1800x900

Eco-dec 1800x900 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ED1500x1000

Reference Code
ED1800x800

Reference Code
ED1800x900

�

�

900

900

230

230

�

�

1000

1000

450

300

�

�

1200

1200

660

400

�

�

1200

750

500

280

�

�

1300

800

575

300

�

�

1400

900

650

320

�

�

1500

800

650

320

�

�

1500

1000

650

320
�

�

1800

800

790

320

�

�

1800

900

790

320
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     S I Z E
   CUT TO 

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Eco-dec & door 
package prices are opposite.‘

‘
ECO-DEC® 
Eco-dec® floor former options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located 
on the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.  

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

NOTE: Eco-dec 900x900 is 22mm thick

     S I Z E
   CUT TO      S I Z E

   CUT TO 

     S I Z E
   CUT TO 

     S I Z E
   CUT TO 

     S I Z E
   CUT TO      S I Z E

   CUT TO 

     S I Z E
   CUT TO      S I Z E

   CUT TO 

     S I Z E
   CUT TO 

Reference Code
ED1500x800
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WETROOMS   |   9 

 OPTIONS HANDED
ECO-DEC 
900x900

ECO-DEC 
1000x1000

ECO-DEC 
1200x750

ECO-DEC  
1200x1200

ECO-DEC  
1300x800

ECO-DEC  
1400x900

ECO-DEC  
1500x800

ECO-DEC   
1500x1000

ECO-DEC    
1800x800

ECO-DEC    
1800x900

ECO-DEC ONLY 
WITH WASTE* N £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £462.00 £462.00

WF1 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF2 N** £675.00 £675.00

WF3 N** £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00

WF4 Y £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00

WF5 N £762.00 £762.00 £762.00

WF6 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF7 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF8 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF9 Y £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00

WF10 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF11 Y £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £876.00 £876.00

WF12 Y £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £891.00 £891.00

WF13 Y £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00

WF14 Y £563.00 £563.00 £563.00 £563.00

WF15 N £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00

WF16 Y £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00

WF17 Y £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00

WF18 Y £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00

WF19 N £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £843.00 £843.00

WF20 Y £618.00 £618.00 £618.00 £618.00 £618.00

WF21 Y £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £834.00 £834.00

WF22 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £854.00 £854.00

WF23 Y £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £834.00 £834.00

WF24 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £854.00 £854.00

WF25 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £854.00 £854.00

WF26 N £748.00 £748.00 £748.00 £748.00 £880.00 £880.00

WF27 Y £717.00 £717.00 £717.00 £717.00 £848.00 £848.00

WF28 Y £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00

WF29 Y £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00

WF30 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF31 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF32 Y £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £891.00 £891.00

WF33 Y £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £940.00 £940.00

WF34 Y £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £940.00 £940.00

WF35 Y £759.00 £759.00 £891.00 £891.00

WFX Y £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £752.00 £752.00

WFY Y £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £701.00 £701.00

ECO-DEC® & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Eco-dec®.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

ECO-DEC® 
Eco-dec® floor former options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located 
on the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.  

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

*Prices stated above include a waste. If no waste is required deduct £25.00 off the above listed prices.

**WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths.
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
Eco-dec®, eg: ED900x900WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the Eco-dec® only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the Eco-dec® only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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10   |   WETROOMS 

SHOWERDEC®
A wetroom former range similar to Eco-dec® in functionality, but 22mm thick and 
manufactured from GRP. Size options illustrated below, use the shower door selector located 
on the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection. 

SHOWERDEC® 810x810 SHOWERDEC® 910x910

SHOWERDEC® 1200x1200

SHOWERDEC® 1000x1000

SHOWERDEC® 1300x800 SHOWERDEC® 1400x900 

ShowerDec 810x810 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD810x810

ShowerDec 910x910 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD910x910

ShowerDec 1000x1000 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD1000x1000

ShowerDec 1200x1200 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD1200x1200

ShowerDec 1300x800 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD1300x800

ShowerDec 1400x900 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD1400x900

SHOWERDEC® 1500x800 

ShowerDec 1500x800 
floor former illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
CSD1500x800

810

810

300

910

910

300

300

1000

1000

230

500

1200

1200

600

600

1300

800

300

575

1400

900
650

320

1500

800
650

230

W
E

T
R

O
O

M
S

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. ShowerDec & door 
package prices are opposite.

300

850

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 2 part, 
    50mm water seal trapped waste.  

•  Suitable for use with flexible sheet flooring.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute.

•  Pumped trap available if using in a waste pump situation. 

•  VSG1, valve shower gully, available where floor depth is restricted.

    See pages 93 & 95 for more details.

     S I Z E
   CUT TO 

ShowerDec is 
trimmable by 
upto 30mm.

If trimming by up to 30mm, 
it would be necessary to 
take 15mm off either edge.

Page 1 - 53 Feb 2016 v2.indd   10 21/01/2016   13:10



OPTIONS HANDED
SHOWERDEC

810x810
SHOWERDEC

910x910
SHOWERDEC

1000x1000
SHOWERDEC

1200x1200
SHOWERDEC

1300x800
SHOWERDEC

1400x900
SHOWERDEC

1500x800

SHOWERDEC ONLY 
WITH WASTE*

N £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00 £328.00

WF1 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF2 N** £675.00 £675.00 £675.00

WF3 N** £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00

WF4 Y £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00 £737.00

WF5 N £762.00 £762.00 £762.00

WF6 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF7 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF8 Y £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00 £705.00

WF9 Y £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00 £726.00

WF10 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF11 Y £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00 £744.00

WF12 Y £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00

WF13 Y £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00 £741.00

WF14 Y £563.00 £563.00 £563.00 £563.00

WF15 N £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00

WF16 Y £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00

WF17 Y £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00

WF18 Y £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00 £644.00

WF19 N £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00

WF20 Y £618.00 £618.00 £618.00 £618.00 £618.00

WF21 Y £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00

WF22 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF23 Y £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00 £702.00

WF24 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF25 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF26 N £748.00 £748.00 £748.00

WF27 Y £717.00 £717.00 £717.00

WF28 Y £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00 £721.00

WF29 Y £711.00 £711.00 £711.00 £711.00

WF30 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF31 Y £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00 £723.00

WF32 Y £759.00 £759.00 £759.00 £759.00

WF33 Y £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00

WF34 Y £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00 £808.00

WF35 Y £759.00

WFX Y £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00 £621.00

WFY Y £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00 £570.00

SHOWERDEC® & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each ShowerDec®.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

WETROOMS   |   11 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
ShowerDec®, eg: CSD810x810WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the ShowerDec® only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the ShowerDec® only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.

*Prices stated above include a waste. If no waste is required deduct £25.00 off the above listed prices.

**WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths.
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.
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12   |   LEVEL ACCESS   
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

EASY TO

INSTALL
300kg M

A
X

LOAD CAPACITY
(47 STONES)

Suitable for stationary 
or mobile shower chairs 
(A chair without 
footrests).

Scan to view 
Tern details on your 
phone or tablet.

TERN
The rotating, level access shower tray safeguarding 
independent showering and person centred care.
•  Level access tray safeguards independent showering for users with restricted mobility who 
    wish to shower themselves either standing or seated in a shower chair (chair as shown).

•  Tray rotation reduces physical demands on the user and promotes single carer handling enabling 
    effective full body cleansing.

•  Spend to save solution improves user and carer efficiency by reducing showering time by up to half.

•  Care Act compliant. Supports the users well-being and dignity and lessens the risk of carer related lifting injuries.                   

•  Space saving - requires no turning circle within the bathroom. Transition into a shower chair can be 
    made away from the shower area.  

•  Standard tray has a flat top surface for tiling down onto, or coved tray has tiling upstands 
    which will accommodate wallboards or wall tiles.  

•  Hot seam weld vinyl sheet flooring directly to the tray’s unique TRUESEAL2 watertight floor edge profile.

•  Soft start/stop operation using wireless fob, with built-in safety time out. Can be used as 
    a standard shower tray simply without using the wireless fob. 

•  Flat, anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip, unlike a wetroom which is sloped.

•  Easy to install, maintenance free and comes with a 5 year guarantee.

•  Exclusively incorporates                    antibacterial protection ensuring a clean, safe surface.

•  Choose to easily dry the user with minimum effort by adding a Body Dryer, which will 
    also keep the shower area dry, reducing the risk of slips, see page 99.  

•  Use with half height carer doors, a glass screen or a cubicle. 
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      Before I had a Tern 
          tray bathing was both physically 
      and  mentally draining, and was
     causing my family concern. 

   Now I shower in confidence and 
     complete safety. I have retained my 
       independence  and I feel totally  
         safe giving me and my family
              peace of mind. 

                       Sarah, Cheshire 

LEVEL ACCESS   |   13 
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email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

lA
lB
lC

  

                      

A - Floorboard or concrete flooring 
B - ¼” plywood           C - 2mm vinyl sheet flooring

  

                      

Hot seam weld vinyl flooring directly to the Terns 
TRUESEAL2 profile. For use in tiled floor settings 
TRUESEAL2 is omitted, please state when ordering.

Tray not handed
Standard tray illustrated.
Ref: TERN1200

A

B

Projection of gravity 
waste beneath the tray

Projection of motor 
beneath the tray

130mm 70mm

● ●
C

Application

Flat top tray

Coved tiling upstand 

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors
UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste 
available

Supplied with HEPvO Self 
Sealing waste

Reference Tray Size

A B C

TERN1200 1200 1200 875

TERN1225C 1225 1225 875

No height difference from 
the floor

Tray not handed
Coved tray with tiling upstand illustrated. 
Ref: TERN1225C

  

                      

14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accept wall 
tiles or wallboards.

14mm
TILING LIP

~18mm

26mm

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    HEPvO self sealing gravity waste. 

•  1½” inlet & outlet.

•  Flow rate:
    Up to 35 litres per minute when fitted horizontally.
    Up to 70 litres per minute when fitted vertically.  

•  Out performs a conventional trap 
      preventing the release of foul air.  

•  UPSW-3-22 available if 
     using in a pumped 
     waste installation.  

    See pages 94 
    for details.

For use in tiled floor settings TRUESEAL2 is omitted, please state 
when ordering.

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘
TERN
The rotating, level access shower tray safeguarding 
independent showering and person centred care.
•  Level access tray safeguards independent showering for users with restricted mobility who 
    wish to shower themselves either standing or seated in a shower chair (chair as shown).

•  Tray rotation reduces physical demands on the user and promotes single carer handling enabling 
    effective full body cleansing.

•  Spend to save solution improves user and carer efficiency by reducing showering time by up to half.

•  Care Act compliant. Supports the users well-being and dignity and lessens the risk of carer related lifting injuries.                   

•  Space saving - requires no turning circle within the bathroom. Transition into a shower chair can be 
    made away from the shower area.  

•  Standard tray has a flat top surface for tiling down onto, or coved tray has tiling upstands 
    which will accommodate wallboards or wall tiles.  

•  Hot seam weld vinyl sheet flooring directly to the tray’s unique TRUESEAL2 watertight floor edge profile.

•  Soft start/stop operation using wireless fob, with built-in safety time out. Can be used as 
    a standard shower tray simply without using the wireless fob. 

•  Flat, anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip, unlike a wetroom which is sloped.

•  Easy to install, maintenance free and comes with a 5 year guarantee.

•  Exclusively incorporates                    antibacterial protection ensuring a clean, safe surface.

•  Choose to easily dry the user with minimum effort by adding a Body Dryer, which will 
    also keep the shower area dry, reducing the risk of slips, see page 99.  

•  Use with half height carer doors, a glass screen or a cubicle. 
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14   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

TERN
Tern shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection. 

TERN 1200 - FLAT TOP TRAY

1200

TERN 1225 - COVED TRAY

1200

Tern 1200x1200 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
TERN1200

Tern 1225x1225 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
TERN1225C

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tern & door 
package prices are opposite.

View Sarah’s Tern shower tray in action on 
YouTube or at our micro website: 

www.theterntray.co.uk 
Scan the above right QR code to view Tern tray details 
on your phone or tablet. 

      Before I had a Tern 
          tray bathing was both physically 
      and  mentally draining, and was
     causing my family concern. 

   Now I shower in confidence and 
     complete safety. I have retained my 
       independence  and I feel totally  
         safe giving me and my family
              peace of mind. 

                       Sarah, Cheshire 

1225

1225
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email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

OPTIONS HANDED TERN STD
1200x1200

TERN COVED     
1225x1225

TRAY ONLY N £1500.00 £1500.00

WF1 Y £1871.00 £1871.00

WF2 N £1839.00 £1839.00

WF3 N £1877.00 £1877.00

WF4 Y £1902.00 £1902.00

WF5 N £1927.00 £1927.00

WF6 Y £1871.00 £1871.00

WF7 Y £1871.00 £1871.00

WF8 Y £1871.00 £1871.00

WF9 Y £1891.00 £1891.00

WF10 Y £1887.00 £1887.00

WF11 Y £1909.00 £1909.00

WF12 Y £1924.00 £1924.00

WF13 Y £1906.00 £1906.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N

WF16 Y

WF17 Y

WF18 Y

WF19 N

WF20 Y

WF21 Y

WF22 Y

WF23 Y

WF24 Y

WF25 Y

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y £1885.00 £1885.00

WF29 Y £1877.00 £1877.00

WF30 Y £1887.00 £1887.00

WF31 Y £1887.00 £1887.00

WF32 Y £1924.00 £1924.00

WF33 Y £1974.00 £1974.00

WF34 Y £1974.00 £1974.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £1784.00 £1784.00

WFY Y £1733.00 £1733.00

TERN & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Tern.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: TERN1200WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.

Easily dries the user properly with minimum effort and without 
using towels. Wash / dry method when used with a shower tray 
puts the user in complete control of their shower routine. 
See page 99.

Create a modern shower area 
with a 6mm clear toughened 
safety glass screen,
See page 61.

Redring Selectronic is fully 
thermostatic with large, easy 
to use controls,
See page 72.

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.
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16   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

SWIFT
Barrier free, level access shower tray range using 
TRUESEAL2 floor edge profile.  

•  Provides a practical, corner entry showering solution for users with mobility difficulties or requiring
    wheelchair access. 

•  Hot seam weld vinyl sheet flooring directly onto the trays unique TRUESEAL2 floor edge profile, 
    creating a perfectly secure watertight joint.

•  Installing a Swift tray only requires the removal of ~18mm of flooring, the equivalent 
    of a floorboard, (apart from the trap area where additional space is required).     

•  Locate in wooden or solid floor settings, minimal need for additional support under the tray required.

•  Installation friendly, removes the need for intricate corner seam welds.

•  Shower tray, enclosure and any ancillary equipment can be installed during one site visit, 
    leaving the flooring to be fitted afterwards.                                        

•  14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accommodate wallboards or wall tiles.

•  Can be used with floor tiles by omitting TRUESEAL2, please state when ordering.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

•  Handed and non-handed tray options available.

 G
U

A R A N T E
E

LIFE
TIME

EASY T
O

INSTALL

Scan to view Swift 
details on your phone 
or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

No height difference from the floor

Reference Tray Size

A B

SWIF945* 945 945

SWIF1045* 1045 1045

SWIF1095 1095 795

SWIF1245* 1245 1245

Reference Tray Size

A B

SWIF1295 1295 745

SWIF1345 1345 845

SWIF1345x945 1345 945

SWIF1400** 1400 745

lA

lB

* Denotes not handed trays.
** SWIF1400 has three tiling lips for alcove installations (between three walls),  
    and is also not handed. 

lA
lB
lC

LEVEL ACCESS   |   17 

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

A - Floorboard or concrete flooring 
B - ¼” plywood           C - 2mm vinyl sheet flooring

  

                      

Hot seam weld vinyl flooring directly to the Swifts 
TRUESEAL profile.

  

                      

14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accept wall 
tiles or wallboards, no additional profiles required.

  

                      

Swift in a tiled floor setting, TRUESEAL omitted. 
For use with tiled floors please state when ordering.  

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    STW8B-95 50mm
    water seal gravity waste.

•  95mm in depth.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute in 15mm 
    head of water.

•  UPSW-3-22 available if using in a waste pump situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.

Tiling lip detail. Also used to secure the shower tray to the wall.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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14mm
TILING LIP
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18   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

SWIFT
Swift shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection. 

SWIFT 945 

945

300

300

SWIFT 1045 

1045

300

300

SWIFT 1245 

1245

300

300

SWIFT 1095 

1095

300

300

SWIFT 1295 

1295

220

650

SWIFT 1345x945

1345

220

650

SWIFT 1400  

1400

700

945 1045

1245

795

745

945
745

220

Swift 945x945 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
SWIF945

Swift 1045x1045 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
SWIF1045

Swift 1095x795 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
SWIF1095LH
SWIF1095RH

Swift 1245x1245 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
SWIF1245

Swift 1295x745 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
SWIF1295LH
SWIF1295RH

Swift 1345x945 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
SWIF1345x945LH
SWIF1345x945RH

Swift 1400 shower 
tray illustrated above, 
not handed

Reference Code
SWIF1400

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

SWIFT 1345 

1345

220

650
845

Swift 1345x845 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code

SWIF1345RH
SWIF1345LH

NOTE: SWIF1400 has three tiling lips for  
alcove installations (between three walls).
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OPTIONS HANDED

SWIFT
945x945*

SWIFT
1045x1045*

SWIFT
1245x1245*

SWIFT
1095x795

SWIFT
1295x745

SWIFT
1345x845

SWIFT
1345x945

SWIFT
1400x745*

TRAY ONLY Y £404.00 £427.00 £448.00 £427.00 £427.00 £427.00 £448.00 £427.00

WF1 Y £770.00 £791.00 £791.00 £791.00 £776.00 £811.00

WF2 N** £739.00 £760.00

WF3 N** £776.00 £797.00 £818.00 £797.00 £797.00 £781.00 £818.00

WF4 Y £822.00 £842.00 £822.00 £822.00 £806.00 £842.00

WF5 N £825.00 £846.00 £867.00 £867.00

WF6 Y £770.00 £791.00 £811.00 £791.00 £791.00 £776.00 £811.00

WF7 Y £770.00 £791.00 £791.00 £791.00 £776.00 £811.00

WF8 Y £770.00 £791.00 £791.00 £791.00 £776.00 £811.00

WF9 Y £789.00 £810.00 £832.00 £810.00 £810.00 £795.00 £832.00

WF10 Y £786.00 £808.00 £829.00 £808.00 £808.00 £792.00 £829.00

WF11 Y £807.00 £829.00 £849.00 £829.00 £829.00 £812.00 £849.00

WF12 Y £843.00 £864.00 £843.00 £843.00 £828.00 £864.00

WF13 Y £804.00 £826.00 £846.00 £826.00 £826.00 £809.00 £846.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £707.00

WF16 Y £707.00

WF17 Y £731.00

WF18 Y £731.00

WF19 N £797.00

WF20 Y £704.00

WF21 Y £787.00

WF22 Y £808.00

WF23 Y £787.00

WF24 Y £808.00

WF25 Y £808.00

WF26 N

WF27 Y £802.00

WF28 Y £784.00 £806.00 £827.00 £806.00 £806.00 £790.00 £827.00

WF29 Y £776.00 £797.00

WF30 Y £786.00 £808.00 £829.00 £808.00 £808.00 £792.00 £829.00

WF31 Y £786.00 £808.00 £829.00 £808.00 £808.00 £792.00 £829.00

WF32 Y £864.00 £828.00 £864.00

WF33 Y £912.00 £892.00 £892.00 £876.00 £912.00

WF34 Y £912.00 £892.00 £892.00 £876.00 £912.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £685.00 £707.00 £728.00 £707.00 £707.00 £691.00 £728.00 £707.00

WFY Y £635.00 £656.00 £677.00 £656.00 £656.00 £641.00 £677.00 £656.00

SWIFT & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Swift.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

*Denotes not handed trays **WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: SWIF945WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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EAGLE TWO
Bath replacement, cut to length, level access 
shower tray range using TRUESEAL2.  

•  A showering solution where a bathtub is no longer practical for users with mobility difficulties or                       
    requiring wheelchair access. 

•  Hot seam weld vinyl sheet flooring directly onto the trays unique TRUESEAL2 floor edge profile, 
    creating a perfectly secure watertight joint.

•  Installing an Eagle TWO tray only requires the removal of ~18mm of flooring, the equivalent 
    of a floorboard, (apart from the trap area where additional space is required).           

•  Shower tray, enclosure and any ancillary equipment can be installed during one site visit, 
    leaving the flooring to be fitted afterwards.                                           

•  14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. 

•  With three tiling lips and a central waste position. Either end of the tray can be cut to 
    determine the trays hand for easier installation.

•  Cut to length from original length of 1850mm to fit exactly into the space left by a 
    bath. End plate supplied to conceal the cut end when installed between three walls.

•  Can be used with floor tiles by omitting TRUESEAL2, please state when ordering.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

Scan to view 
Eagle TWO details on 
your phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

No height difference from the floor Cut to length bath replacement

Reference Tray Size

A B

ET745 1850 745

ET845 1850 845

Cut to Length

From 1850 to 1500mm

From 1850 to 1500mm

lA

lB

Eagle TWO trays are not handed.

Tiling lip detail. Also used to secure the shower tray to the wall.

LEVEL ACCESS   |   21 

UPSW-4 pumped waste available

Supplied with 
ST90CPB-P-70 gravity waste

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘
EAGLE TWO
Bath replacement, cut to length, level access 
shower tray range using TRUESEAL2.  

•  A showering solution where a bathtub is no longer practical for users with mobility difficulties or                       
    requiring wheelchair access. 

•  Hot seam weld vinyl sheet flooring directly onto the trays unique TRUESEAL2 floor edge profile, 
    creating a perfectly secure watertight joint.

•  Installing an Eagle TWO tray only requires the removal of ~18mm of flooring, the equivalent 
    of a floorboard, (apart from the trap area where additional space is required).           

•  Shower tray, enclosure and any ancillary equipment can be installed during one site visit, 
    leaving the flooring to be fitted afterwards.                                           

•  14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. 

•  With three tiling lips and a central waste position. Either end of the tray can be cut to 
    determine the trays hand for easier installation.

•  Cut to length from original length of 1850mm to fit exactly into the space left by a 
    bath. End plate supplied to conceal the cut end when installed between three walls.

•  Can be used with floor tiles by omitting TRUESEAL2, please state when ordering.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

  

                      

The end plate is used to conceal the shower trays 
cut end.

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a          .                 
.   ST90CPB-P-70 50mm
    water seal, 90mm diameter 
    gravity waste.

•  70mm in depth.

•  Flow rate approximately 35 litres per minute.

•  UPSW-4 available if using in a waste pump       
.   situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

lA
lB
lC

  

                      

A - Floorboard or concrete flooring 
B - ¼” plywood           C - 2mm vinyl sheet flooring

  

                      

Hot seam weld vinyl flooring directly to the Eagle 
TWO’s TRUESEAL profile.

7 14

  

                      

14mm tiling lip is watertight and will accept wall 
tiles or wallboards, no additional profiles required.

~

 85

25

18

~

~

~

14mm
TILING LIP
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EAGLE TWO
Eagle TWO shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector 
located on the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection. 

EAGLE TWO 745

1850

240

925 745

Eagle TWO 1850x745 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ET745

EAGLE TWO 845

1850

925

Eagle TWO 1850x845 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
ET845

22   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

‘
‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

845

240

Cut to length       
minimum: 1500mm

Cut to length       
minimum: 1500mm
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OPTIONS HANDED
EAGLE     

TWO 745
1850x745

EAGLE     
TWO 845
1850x845

TRAY ONLY N £527.00 £598.00

WF1 Y

WF2 N**

WF3 N**

WF4 Y

WF5 N

WF6 Y

WF7 Y

WF8 Y

WF9 Y

WF10 Y

WF11 Y

WF12 Y

WF13 Y

WF14 Y

WF15 N £804.00 £874.00

WF16 Y £804.00 £874.00

WF17 Y £828.00 £897.00

WF18 Y £828.00 £897.00

WF19 N £894.00 £963.00

WF20 Y £801.00 £871.00

WF21 Y £884.00 £953.00

WF22 Y £905.00 £974.00

WF23 Y £884.00 £953.00

WF24 Y £905.00 £974.00

WF25 Y £905.00 £974.00

WF26 N £930.00 £999.00

WF27 Y £899.00 £968.00

WF28 Y

WF29 Y

WF30 Y

WF31 Y

WF32 Y

WF33 Y

WF34 Y

WF35 Y £941.00 £1009.00

WFX Y £804.00 £874.00

WFY Y £753.00 £823.00

EAGLE TWO & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Eagle.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

Eagle TWO shower tray with right hand Option WF24 LUXE 
doors, tiled floor. 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

Eagle TWO shower tray with 800mm frameless glass screen. 
See page 61 for glass screen details.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: ET745WF25LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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OSPREY, HARRIER, MERLIN, 
SKYLARK, SWAN & STORK
Level access for wheelchair or the ambulant user.  

•  Provides a practical, corner entry showering solution for users with mobility difficulties or 
    requiring wheelchair access. 

•  18mm tiling lip can accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. Also used to secure the shower tray to 
    the wall.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floor situations. Requires floor excavation of approximately 40mm. The void         
.   beneath the shower tray must be filled with a ‘weak’ sand and cement mix.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Service pipe ducting available as an optional accessory to overcome pipework or 
    to make the showering area larger, see page 101.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                      antibacterial protection.

•  Handed and non handed tray options available.

Scan to view details 
on your phone or 
tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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OSPREY, HARRIER, MERLIN, 
SKYLARK, SWAN & STORK
Level access for wheelchair or the ambulant user.  

•  Provides a practical, corner entry showering solution for users with mobility difficulties or 
    requiring wheelchair access. 

•  18mm tiling lip can accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. Also used to secure the shower tray to 
    the wall.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floor situations. Requires floor excavation of approximately 40mm. The void         
.   beneath the shower tray must be filled with a ‘weak’ sand and cement mix.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Service pipe ducting available as an optional accessory to overcome pipework or 
    to make the showering area larger, see page 101.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                      antibacterial protection.

•  Handed and non handed tray options available.

  

                      

  

                      

  

                     

Reference Tray Size

A B

SWAN 950 950

STORK 1050 1050

HARRIER 1050 750

Reference Tray Size

A B

SKYLARK* 1250 700

OSPREY 1250 800

MERLIN* 1250 800

All tray’s are handed, except SWAN & STORK  
*Have a centralised waste position.

lA

lB

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

Level access for those with mobility difficulties.

Void under the tray filled with a weak sand and 
cement mix.

Overcome pipework with a service ducting profile, 
see page 101.

Tiling lip detail.

55

25

4 18

Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

No height difference from the floor

40mm

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    STW8B-95 50mm
    water seal gravity waste.

•  95mm in depth.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute in 15mm 
    head of water. 

•  UPSW-3-22 available if using in a waste pump situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.
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OSPREY, HARRIER, MERLIN, 
SKYLARK, SWAN & STORK
Shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection. 

26   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

SWAN 

950

120

120

STORK

SKYLARK

HARRIER 

1050

120

120

OSPREY 

1250

110

110

MERLIN 

1250

500

580

950
750

800 800

Swan shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
SWAN

Stork shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
STOR

Harrier shower tray 
illustrated above, left 
handed

Reference Code
HARRLH
HARRRH

Skylark shower tray 
illustrated above, left 
handed

Reference Code
SKYLLH
SKYLRH

Osprey shower tray 
illustrated above, left 
handed

Reference Code
OSPRLH
OSPRRH

Merlin shower tray 
illustrated above, left 
handed

Reference Code
MERLLH
MERLRH

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

1050

120

120

1050

1250

400

580

700

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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SHOWER TRAY & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each shower tray.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

 
OPTIONS

TRAY
HANDED

SWAN*
950x950

STORK*
1050x1050

HARRIER
1050x750

SKYLARK
1250x700

OSPREY
1250x800

MERLIN
1250x800

TRAY ONLY Y £374.00 £381.00 £388.00 £393.00 £404.00 £404.00

WF1 Y £740.00 £746.00 £753.00 £758.00 £770.00 £770.00

WF2 N** £709.00 £716.00

WF3 N** £745.00 £752.00 £759.00 £764.00 £776.00 £776.00

WF4 Y £771.00 £777.00 £789.00 £800.00 £800.00

WF5 N £795.00 £802.00

WF6 Y £740.00 £746.00 £753.00 £758.00 £770.00 £770.00

WF7 Y £740.00 £746.00 £753.00 £758.00 £770.00 £770.00

WF8 Y £740.00 £746.00 £753.00 £758.00 £770.00 £770.00

WF9 Y £759.00 £767.00 £774.00 £778.00 £789.00 £789.00

WF10 Y £756.00 £763.00 £771.00 £776.00 £786.00 £786.00

WF11 Y £777.00 £784.00 £791.00 £796.00 £807.00 £807.00

WF12 Y £792.00 £799.00 £806.00 £810.00 £822.00 £822.00

WF13 Y £775.00 £781.00 £788.00 £793.00 £804.00 £804.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N

WF16 Y

WF17 Y

WF18 Y

WF19 N

WF20 Y

WF21 Y

WF22 Y

WF23 Y

WF24 Y

WF25 Y

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y £769.00 £774.00 £784.00 £784.00

WF29 Y £745.00 £752.00

WF30 Y £756.00 £763.00 £771.00 £776.00 £786.00 £786.00

WF31 Y £756.00 £763.00 £771.00 £776.00 £786.00 £786.00

WF32 Y £810.00 £822.00 £822.00

WF33 Y £859.00 £871.00 £871.00

WF34 Y £859.00 £871.00 £871.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £655.00 £662.00 £670.00 £675.00 £685.00 £685.00

WFY Y £605.00 £611.00 £619.00 £624.00 £635.00 £635.00

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

*Denotes not handed trays **WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: OSPRLHWF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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SANDMARTIN, 
KINGFISHER & KITE
Level access, bath replacement,  
cut to length to suit.  

•  A showering solution where a bathtub is no longer practical, for users with mobility difficulties or                       
 .  requiring wheelchair access. 

•  18mm tiling lip can accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. Also used to secure the shower tray to the wall.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floor situations. Requires floor excavation of approximately 40mm. The void         
.   beneath the shower tray must be filled with a ‘weak’ sand and cement mix.

•  Cut to length tray, incorporating drying area, can be cut from its original length of 1850mm to fit exactly
    into the space left by a bath. End plate supplied to conceal the cut end.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Service pipe ducting available as an optional accessory to overcome pipework or to 
    make the showering area larger, see page 101.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

•  Left or right hand tray options available.

Scan to view details 
on your phone or 
tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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SANDMARTIN, 
KINGFISHER & KITE
Level access, bath replacement,  
cut to length to suit.  

•  A showering solution where a bathtub is no longer practical, for users with mobility difficulties or                       
 .  requiring wheelchair access. 

•  18mm tiling lip can accommodate wallboards or wall tiles. Also used to secure the shower tray to the wall.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floor situations. Requires floor excavation of approximately 40mm. The void         
.   beneath the shower tray must be filled with a ‘weak’ sand and cement mix.

•  Cut to length tray, incorporating drying area, can be cut from its original length of 1850mm to fit exactly
    into the space left by a bath. End plate supplied to conceal the cut end.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Service pipe ducting available as an optional accessory to overcome pipework or to 
    make the showering area larger, see page 101.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

•  Left or right hand tray options available.

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

No height difference from the floor

Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

Cut to length bath replacement

Reference Tray Size

A B

SANDMARTIN 1850 700

KINGFISHER 1850 800

KITE 1850 900

Cut to Length

C

1070 From 1850 to 1120mm

1170 From 1850 to 1220mm

1225 From 1850 to 1295mm

lA

lB

All tray’s are handed.

Tiling lip detail.

55

25

4 18

lC

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Cut to length.

  

                      

The end plate is used to conceal the shower trays 
cut end.

  

                      

Void under the tray filled with a weak sand and 
cement mix.

  

                      

Unrestricted level access and easy wheelchair 
entry.

40mm

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    STW8B-95 50mm
    water seal gravity waste. 

•  95mm in depth.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute in 15mm 
    head of water.

•  UPSW-3-22 available if using in a waste pump situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

SANDMARTIN, 
KINGFISHER & KITE
Shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.

30   |   LEVEL ACCESS   

SANDMARTIN

1850

110

110
700

Sandmartin 1850x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
SANDLH
SANDRH

KINGFISHER

1850

110

Kingfisher 1850x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
KINGLH
KINGRH

KITE

1850

110

110
900

Kite 1850x900 
shower tray illustrated 
above, left handed

Reference Code
KITELH
KITERH

1225

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

1070

110

1170

800

Cut to length       
minimum: 1120mm

Cut to length       
minimum: 1220mm

Cut to length       
minimum: 1295mm
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SHOWER TRAY & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each shower tray.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT. 

OPTIONS HANDED SANDMARTIN
1850x700

KINGFISHER
1850x800

KITE
1850x900

TRAY ONLY Y £516.00 £602.00 £641.00

WF1 Y

WF2 N**

WF3 N** £884.00 £967.00 £1005.00

WF4 Y

WF5 N

WF6 Y

WF7 Y £878.00 £961.00 £999.00

WF8 Y

WF9 Y £898.00 £981.00 £1018.00

WF10 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF11 Y

WF12 Y £931.00 £1013.00 £1051.00

WF13 Y £912.00 £996.00 £1034.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £794.00 £877.00 £914.00

WF16 Y £794.00 £877.00 £914.00

WF17 Y £818.00 £901.00 £939.00

WF18 Y £818.00 £901.00 £939.00

WF19 N £884.00 £967.00 £1005.00

WF20 Y £791.00 £875.00 £911.00

WF21 Y £875.00 £957.00 £995.00

WF22 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF23 Y £875.00 £957.00 £995.00

WF24 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF25 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF26 N £920.00 £1003.00 £1040.00

WF27 Y £889.00 £973.00 £1009.00

WF28 Y

WF29 Y

WF30 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF31 Y £895.00 £978.00 £1015.00

WF32 Y £931.00 £1013.00 £1051.00

WF33 Y £979.00 £1062.00 £1100.00

WF34 Y £979.00 £1062.00 £1100.00

WF35 Y £931.00 £1013.00 £1051.00

WFX Y £794.00 £877.00 £914.00

WFY Y £743.00 £827.00 £864.00

Sandmartin shower tray with right hand Option WF24 
doors illustrated, vinyl floor.

Sandmartin shower tray with right hand Luxe 
Option WF24 doors illustrated, tiled floor.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: SANDLHWF25LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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FALCON
Above ground, self supporting shower tray, 
only 40mm high.  

•  Low entry point for easy step-in access, only 40mm high.

•  Requires only the minimum amount of installation and disruption to a property.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floors.

•  Can be recessed into the floor if required by 40mm for level access.

•  Exceptionally strong, can rest unsupported on top of the existing bathroom floor without being 
    bedded down onto a sand and cement mix.

•  1800x700mm & 1800x800mm shower trays can be cut down to 1500mm to fit exactly into the space
    left by a bathtub. End plate available to conceal the cut end of the tray when installed between
    three walls.

•  Ramp R01, 800mm, or R02, 1850mm available as an optional accessory to 
    assist wheelchair access, see page 98. 

•  Reinforced construction.

•  Waste position situated to allow trap to avoid floor joists. 

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

Scan to view 
Falcon details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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E

LIFE
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EASY TO

INSTALL

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

NOW
 AVAILABLE

1000 x 1000m
m
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Falcon trays are not handed  
* Have an offset waste position, see overleaf
**FALC1800x700 & 1800x800 can be cut to length from 1800mm to 1500mm. 

LOW LEVEL   |   33 

Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Above ground tray, only 40mm high

Reference Tray Size

A B

FALC900x900* 900 900

FALC1000x700 1000 700

FALC1000x1000 1000 1000

FALC1100x800* 1100 800

FALC1200x800 1200 800

FALC1300x700 1300 700

FALC1300x800 1300 800

Reference Tray Size

A B

FALC1400x700 1400 700

FALC1400x800 1400 800

FALC1500x700 1500 700

FALC1700x700 1700 700

FALC1800x700** 1800 700

FALC1800x800** 1800 800

1800x700mm & 1800x800mm:
Cut to size bath replacement

Ramp R01 Ramp R02
This ramp can be cut to length

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Low level access, only 40mm high for easy 
access.

  

                      

Centralised or offset waste positions.

  

                      

The end plate is used to conceal the shower trays 
cut end, FALC1800x700 & FALC1800x800.

  

                      

An optional ramp will assist with wheelchair
access, see page 98.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    STW8B-95 50mm
    water seal gravity waste. 

•  95mm in depth.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute in 15mm 
    head of water.

•  UPSW-3-22 available if using in a waste pump situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.

40mm 
HIGH
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FALCON
Falcon shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.  

FALCON 900x900 FALCON 1000x700

FALCON 1100x800

FALCON 1000x1000 

Falcon 900x900 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC900x900

Falcon 1000x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1000x700

Falcon 1000x1000 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1000x1000

Falcon 1100x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1100x800

900

900

600

150

1000

700

350

200

1100

800

300

150

FALCON 1200x800

Falcon 1200x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1200x800

FALCON 1300x700

Falcon 1300x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1300x700

1300

700

350

200

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

FALCON 1300x800

Falcon 1300x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1300x800

1200

800

400

200

1000

1000

500

200

1300

800

400

200

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

NEW
 SIZE
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OPTIONS HANDED
FALCON 
900x900

FALCON 
1000x700

FALCON 
1000x1000

FALCON 
1100x800

FALCON 
1200x800

FALCON 
1300x700

FALCON 
1300x800

TRAY ONLY N £357.00 £381.00 £434.00 £413.00 £429.00 £413.00 £435.00

WF1 Y £739.00 £761.00 £814.00 £793.00 £809.00 £793.00 £815.00

WF2 N** £707.00 £731.00

WF3 N** £745.00 £768.00 £821.00 £799.00 £815.00 £799.00 £822.00

WF4 Y £793.00 £846.00 £825.00 £841.00 £825.00 £847.00

WF5 N £795.00 £871.00

WF6 Y £739.00 £761.00 £814.00 £793.00 £809.00 £793.00 £815.00

WF7 Y £739.00 £761.00 £814.00 £793.00 £809.00 £793.00 £815.00

WF8 Y £739.00 £761.00 £814.00 £793.00 £809.00 £793.00 £815.00

WF9 Y £758.00 £782.00 £835.00 £813.00 £830.00 £813.00 £836.00

WF10 Y £756.00 £779.00 £832.00 £810.00 £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF11 Y £777.00 £800.00 £853.00 £832.00 £848.00 £832.00 £854.00

WF12 Y £815.00 £867.00 £847.00 £862.00 £847.00 £869.00

WF13 Y £774.00 £797.00 £850.00 £829.00 £845.00 £829.00 £851.00

WF14 Y £594.00 £618.00 £670.00 £649.00

WF15 N £653.00 £676.00 £729.00 £707.00 £724.00 £707.00 £730.00

WF16 Y £653.00 £676.00 £729.00 £707.00 £724.00 £707.00 £730.00

WF17 Y £700.00 £753.00 £732.00 £748.00 £732.00 £754.00

WF18 Y £700.00 £753.00 £732.00 £748.00 £732.00 £754.00

WF19 N £821.00 £799.00 £815.00 £799.00 £822.00

WF20 Y £726.00 £704.00 £721.00 £704.00 £727.00

WF21 Y £810.00 £789.00 £805.00 £789.00 £811.00

WF22 Y £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF23 Y £810.00 £789.00 £805.00 £789.00 £811.00

WF24 Y £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF25 Y £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y £754.00 £777.00 £830.00 £808.00 £825.00 £808.00 £831.00

WF29 Y £745.00 £768.00

WF30 Y £756.00 £779.00 £832.00 £810.00 £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF31 Y £756.00 £779.00 £832.00 £810.00 £827.00 £810.00 £833.00

WF32 Y £867.00 £847.00 £862.00 £847.00 £869.00

WF33 Y £896.00 £918.00

WF34 Y £896.00 £918.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £653.00 £676.00 £729.00 £707.00 £724.00 £707.00 £730.00

WFY Y £601.00 £625.00 £677.00 £656.00 £672.00 £656.00 £678.00

FALCON
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Falcon.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.
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email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

**WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: FALC900x900WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.

Falcon1300x700 shower tray with right 
hand Option WF3 Luxe doors illustrated.
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FALCON
Falcon shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.

FALCON 1400x700 FALCON 1400x800 FALC1400x800 

Falcon 1400x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1400x700

FALCON 1500x700 

Falcon 1400x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 FALCON 1700x700 

Falcon 1500x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 FALCON 1800x700 

Falcon 1700x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 FALCON 1800x800 

Falcon 1800x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1400x800

Reference Code
FALC1500x700

Reference Code
FALC1700x700

Reference Code
FALC1800x700

1400

700

350

200

1400

400

200

800

1700

350

200

700

1800

200

350

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

700

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

1500

700

350

200

Falcon 1800x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
FALC1800x800

700
800

1800

200

400

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

Cut to length minimum: 1500mm Cut to length minimum: 1500mm
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OPTIONS HANDED
FALCON 
1400x700

FALCON 
1400x800

FALCON  
1500x700

FALCON 
1700x700

FALCON 
1800x700

FALCON 
1800x800

TRAY ONLY N £436.00 £436.00 £457.00 £540.00 £568.00 £635.00

WF1 Y £816.00 £816.00 £838.00

WF2 N**

WF3 N** £823.00 £823.00 £844.00

WF4 Y £848.00 £848.00 £869.00

WF5 N

WF6 Y £816.00 £816.00

WF7 Y £816.00 £816.00 £838.00

WF8 Y £816.00 £816.00 £838.00

WF9 Y £837.00 £837.00 £858.00

WF10 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00

WF11 Y £855.00 £855.00 £876.00

WF12 Y £870.00 £870.00 £891.00 £973.00

WF13 Y £852.00 £852.00 £873.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £731.00 £731.00 £752.00 £928.00

WF16 Y £731.00 £731.00 £752.00 £928.00

WF17 Y £755.00 £755.00 £776.00 £858.00 £952.00

WF18 Y £755.00 £755.00 £776.00 £952.00

WF19 N £823.00 £823.00 £844.00 £926.00 £953.00 £1019.00

WF20 Y

WF21 Y £812.00 £812.00 £834.00 £915.00 £1009.00

WF22 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00 £937.00 £963.00 £1031.00

WF23 Y £812.00 £812.00 £834.00 £915.00 £1009.00

WF24 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00 £937.00 £963.00 £1031.00

WF25 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00 £937.00 £963.00 £1031.00

WF26 N £880.00 £961.00 £989.00 £1056.00

WF27 Y £849.00 £931.00 £958.00 £1025.00

WF28 Y £832.00 £832.00 £853.00

WF29 Y

WF30 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00

WF31 Y £834.00 £834.00 £855.00

WF32 Y £870.00 £870.00 £891.00 £973.00 £1000.00 £1066.00

WF33 Y £920.00 £920.00 £941.00 £1023.00 £1050.00 £1116.00

WF34 Y £920.00 £920.00 £941.00 £1023.00 £1050.00 £1116.00

WF35 Y £891.00 £973.00 £1000.00 £1066.00

WFX Y £731.00 £731.00 £752.00 £834.00 £860.00 £928.00

WFY Y £679.00 £679.00 £700.00 £782.00 £809.00 £876.00

FALCON
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Falcon.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.
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**WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: FALC900x900WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.

Falcon1300x700 shower tray with right 
hand Option WF3 doors illustrated.
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KESTREL
Above ground, self supporting shower tray, 
only 35mm high.  

•  Low entry point, low level shower tray for easy step-in access, only 35mm high.

•  Requires only the minimum amount of installation and disruption to a property.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floors.

•  Can be recessed into the floor if required by 35mm for level access.

•  Exceptionally strong, can rest unsupported on top of the existing bathroom floor without being 
    bedded down onto a sand and cement mix.

•  Reinforced construction.

•  Central waste position to allow trap to avoid floor joists.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

Scan to view 
Kestrel details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Above ground tray, only 35mm high

‘

‘
 

OPTIONS HANDED
KESTREL
1190x710

TRAY ONLY N £400.00

WF1 Y £765.00

WF2 Y

WF3 Y £772.00

WF4 Y £796.00

WF5 N

WF6 Y £765.00

WF7 Y £765.00

WF8 Y £765.00

WF9 Y £785.00

WF10 Y £782.00

WF11 Y £803.00

WF12 Y £818.00

WF13 Y £800.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £681.00

WF16 Y £681.00

WF17 Y £705.00

WF18 Y £705.00

WF19 N £772.00

WF20 Y £678.00

WF21 Y £761.00

WF22 Y £782.00

WF23 Y £761.00

WF24 Y £782.00

WF25 Y

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y £780.00

WF29 Y

WF30 Y £782.00

WF31 Y £782.00

WF32 Y £818.00

WF33 Y £866.00

WF34 Y £866.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £681.00

WFY Y £631.00

KESTREL
This matrix indicates door options that can be 
used with the Kestrel. 
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

  

                      

Centralised waste position. For STW8B-95 
waste details see page 92.

  

                      

Low level access, only 35mm high for easy 
access.

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

710

1190

355

145

Kestrel shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
KEST

Doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 
4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

35mm 
HIGH
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GANNET
Above ground, top exit, self supporting shower 
tray for unbreachable floors, only 40mm high.  

•  Low entry point, low level shower tray for easy step-in access, only 40mm high. 

•  Top exit shower tray designed for unbreachable floor installation with a shower waste pump.   

•  Requires only the minimum amount of installation and disruption to a property.

•  Exceptionally strong, can rest unsupported on top of the existing bathroom floor without being 
    bedded down onto a sand and cement mix.

•  Top waste cover removable for easy cleaning.

•  Reinforced construction.

•  1800x700mm & 1800x800mm shower trays can be cut down to 1500mm to fit exactly into the space
    left by a bathtub. End plate available to conceal the cut end of the tray when installed between
    three walls.

•  Ramp R01, 800mm, or R02, 1850mm available as an optional accessory to 
    assist wheelchair access, see page 98.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

40   |   LOW LEVEL   

Scan to view 
Gannet details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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lA

lB

  

                      2.

Gannet trays are not handed. 
*GANN1800x700 & 1800x800 can be cut to length from 1800mm to 1500mm. 

Above ground tray, only 40mm highSuits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Suits unbreachable floors

Reference Tray Size

A B

GANN1200x800 1200 800

GANN1300x700 1300 700

GANN1300x800 1300 800

GANN1400x700 1400 700

Reference Tray Size

A B

GANN1400x800 1400 800

GANN1500x700 1500 700

GANN1800x700* 1800 700

GANN1800x800* 1800 800

1800x700mm & 1800x800mm:
Cut to size bath replacement

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Connect the 22mm outlet to a shower waste 
pump. Blank off side not required.

  

                      

Top exit cover, removable for easy cleaning.

  

                      

The trays design allows for various options of how 
the waste can exit beneath the tray. 

Pump 
details 
Gannet shower trays           
are designed for use            
with a shower waste              
pump to rapidly remove           
surface water from the 
tray.

Recommended shower waste pumps
Max drainage per 
min (litres) 

P12 Pump 12 l/min

Whale Pump 8 l/min

See pages 66 - 69 for more shower waste 
pump details.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

P12 Shower Waste Pump

  

                      

The end plate is used to conceal the shower trays 
cut end, GANN1800x700 & GANN1800x800.
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GANNET 1200x800 GANNET 1300x800

GANNET 1400x700 FALC1400x800 

Gannet 1200x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1200x800

Gannet 1300x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1300x800

Gannet 1400x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1400x700

GANNET 1400x800 

Gannet 1400x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 GANNET 1500x700 

Gannet 1500x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 GANNET 1800x700 

Gannet 1800x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1400x800

Reference Code
GANN1500x700

Reference Code
GANN1800x700

1200

800

1400 1400

800

1500

700

1800

700

700

GANNET
Gannet shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on 
the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

GANNET 1300x700

Gannet 1300x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1300x700

1300

700

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

FALC1400x800 GANNET 1800x800 

Gannet 1800x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
GANN1800x800

1800

800

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

1300

800

Cut to length minimum: 1500mm Cut to length minimum: 1500mm
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OPTIONS HANDED
GANNET 
1200x800

GANNET 
1300x700

GANNET 
1300x800

GANNET 
1400x700

GANNET 
1400x800

GANNET 
1500x700

GANNET 
1800x700

GANNET 
1800x800

TRAY ONLY N £454.00 £438.00 £461.00 £462.00 £462.00 £483.00 £593.00 £660.00

WF1 Y £835.00 £819.00 £841.00 £842.00 £842.00 £862.00

WF2 Y

WF3 Y £841.00 £825.00 £847.00 £848.00 £848.00 £869.00

WF4 Y £865.00 £850.00 £872.00 £873.00 £873.00 £894.00

WF5 N

WF6 Y £835.00 £819.00 £841.00 £842.00 £842.00

WF7 Y £835.00 £819.00 £841.00 £842.00 £842.00 £862.00

WF8 Y £835.00 £819.00 £841.00 £842.00 £842.00 £862.00

WF9 Y £855.00 £839.00 £860.00 £861.00 £861.00 £883.00

WF10 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00

WF11 Y £873.00 £857.00 £879.00 £880.00 £880.00 £901.00

WF12 Y £888.00 £872.00 £894.00 £895.00 £895.00 £916.00 £1026.00 £1092.00

WF13 Y £870.00 £854.00 £876.00 £877.00 £877.00 £898.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £749.00 £733.00 £755.00 £756.00 £756.00 £777.00 £886.00 £953.00

WF16 Y £749.00 £733.00 £755.00 £756.00 £756.00 £777.00 £886.00 £953.00

WF17 Y £773.00 £757.00 £779.00 £780.00 £780.00 £801.00 £910.00 £977.00

WF18 Y £773.00 £757.00 £779.00 £780.00 £780.00 £801.00 £910.00 £977.00

WF19 N £841.00 £825.00 £847.00 £848.00 £848.00 £869.00 £978.00 £1045.00

WF20 Y £746.00 £730.00 £752.00

WF21 Y £831.00 £814.00 £837.00 £838.00 £838.00 £859.00 £967.00 £1035.00

WF22 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00 £989.00 £1056.00

WF23 Y £831.00 £814.00 £837.00 £838.00 £838.00 £859.00 £967.00 £1035.00

WF24 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00 £989.00 £1056.00

WF25 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00 £989.00 £1056.00

WF26 N £905.00 £1014.00 £1081.00

WF27 Y £874.00 £983.00 £1050.00

WF28 Y £850.00 £834.00 £856.00 £857.00 £857.00 £878.00

WF29 Y

WF30 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00

WF31 Y £852.00 £836.00 £858.00 £859.00 £859.00 £880.00

WF32 Y £888.00 £872.00 £894.00 £895.00 £895.00 £916.00 £1026.00 £1092.00

WF33 Y £922.00 £944.00 £945.00 £945.00 £965.00 £1075.00 £1142.00

WF34 Y £922.00 £944.00 £945.00 £945.00 £965.00 £1075.00 £1142.00

WF35 Y £872.00 £894.00 £895.00 £895.00 £916.00 £1026.00 £1092.00

WFX Y £749.00 £733.00 £755.00 £756.00 £756.00 £777.00 £886.00 £953.00

WFY Y £697.00 £681.00 £703.00 £704.00 £704.00 £726.00 £835.00 £901.00

GANNET
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Gannet.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: GANN1200x800WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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PEACOCK, OWL 
& LAPWING
Above ground, low level access at 
only 40mm high for smaller bathrooms.  

•  Low entry point, low level shower tray for easy step-in access, only 40mm high.  

•  This style of shower tray is one of the easiest to install and is ideal for smaller bathrooms. 

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floor situations.   

•  Can be recessed into the floor if required by 20mm.

•  Chamfered edge to front and one side assists with access.  

•  Corner waste position.

•  Reinforced construction.

•  Lifetime guarantee

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

44   |   LOW LEVEL   

Scan to view shower 
tray details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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LOW LEVEL   |   45 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

  

                      

  

                     

Reference Tray Size

A B

PEACOCK 800 800

OWL 900 900

LAPWING 1000 1000

Shower trays are not handed. 

lA

lB

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

Low level access, only 40mm high.

Corner waste position.

Supplied with STW8B-95 gravity waste

UPSW-3-22 Pumped waste available

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Above ground tray, only 40mm high

  

                      

Tray can be easily recessed into a wooden floor.

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a 
    STW8B-95 50mm
    water seal gravity waste. 

•  95mm in depth.

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres per minute in 15mm 
    head of water.

•  UPSW-3-22 available if using in a waste pump situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.

40mm 
HIGH
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46   |   LOW LEVEL   

PEACOCK, OWL 
& LAPWING
Shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located on the 
inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.

PEACOCK 

800

200

200

OWL LAPWING 

800

Peacock shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
PEAC

Owl shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
OWL

Lapwing shower tray 
illustrated above, not 
handed

Reference Code
LAPW

‘
‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

900

200

200 900

1000

200

200
1000
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LOW LEVEL   |   47 

SHOWER TRAY & DOOR OPTIONS
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each shower tray.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

OPTIONS HANDED
PEACOCK 
800x800

OWL 
900x900

LAPWING 
1000x1000

TRAY ONLY Y £316.00 £380.00 £458.00

WF1 Y £683.00 £745.00 £822.00

WF2 N £652.00 £714.00 £791.00

WF3 N £689.00 £751.00 £828.00

WF4 Y £776.00 £852.00

WF5 N £801.00 £877.00

WF6 Y £683.00 £745.00 £822.00

WF7 Y £683.00 £745.00 £822.00

WF8 Y £683.00 £745.00 £822.00

WF9 Y £703.00 £765.00 £842.00

WF10 Y £700.00 £762.00 £839.00

WF11 Y £721.00 £783.00 £859.00

WF12 Y £875.00

WF13 Y £718.00 £780.00 £856.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N

WF16 Y

WF17 Y

WF18 Y

WF19 N

WF20 Y

WF21 Y

WF22 Y

WF23 Y

WF24 Y

WF25 Y

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y

WF29 Y £689.00 £751.00 £828.00

WF30 Y £700.00 £762.00 £839.00

WF31 Y £700.00 £762.00 £839.00

WF32 Y

WF33 Y

WF34 Y

WF35 Y

WFX Y £599.00 £661.00 £738.00

WFY Y £548.00 £610.00 £687.00

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, 
weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

Peacock shower tray with Option WF3 doors. 

Peacock shower tray with 800mm frameless glass 
screen. See page 61 for glass screen details.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: PEACWF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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48   |   STEP-IN   

DOVE & NIGHTINGALE
Above ground, side outlet, just 60mm high, 
ideal for solid or unbreachable floors.

•  Step in shower tray only 60mm high.

•  Requires only the minimum amount of installation, simply bed the tray down onto a wooden or solid floor   
  and connect pipework to the 1½” side outlet. 

•  Side outlet tray requires no floor excavation as the waste water is removed above ground level.

•  Use with a reducer to utilise with existing pipework or if a shower waste pump is required.

•  Hair trap reduces the prospect of hair, soap and shower gels causing a blockage in the tray’s outlet.

•  Suitable for wooden or solid floors.

•  Ramp R03 available on request as an optional accessory to assist wheelchair access, see page 98.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip.

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

•  Left or right hand available.

•  Dove and Nightingale shower trays now have no tiling lip and can be used for 
    corner access enclosures.

S
T

E
P
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N

Scan to view shower 
tray details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Above ground tray, only 60mm high

Suitable for gravity or pumped waste

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Suits unbreachable floors

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘
STEP-IN   |   49 

 
OPTIONS HANDED

DOVE 
1200x700

NIGHTINGALE 
1200x800

TRAY ONLY Y £514.00 £554.00

WF1 Y £875.00 £914.00

WF2 Y

WF3 Y £881.00 £921.00

WF4 Y £906.00 £945.00

WF5 N

WF6 Y £875.00 £914.00

WF7 Y £875.00 £914.00

WF8 Y £875.00 £914.00

WF9 Y £895.00 £935.00

WF10 Y £892.00 £932.00

WF11 Y £912.00 £952.00

WF12 Y £928.00 £967.00

WF13 Y £909.00 £949.00

WF14 Y

WF15 N £791.00 £831.00

WF16 Y £791.00 £831.00

WF17 Y £814.00 £854.00

WF18 Y £814.00 £854.00

WF19 N £881.00 £921.00

WF20 Y £788.00 £828.00

WF21 Y £872.00 £910.00

WF22 Y £892.00 £932.00

WF23 Y £872.00 £910.00

WF24 Y £892.00 £932.00

WF25 Y £892.00 £932.00

WF26 N

WF27 Y

WF28 Y £890.00 £930.00

WF29 Y

WF30 Y

WF31 Y

WF32 Y £928.00 £967.00

WF33 Y £976.00 £1015.00

WF34 Y £976.00 £1015.00

WF35 Y

WFX Y £791.00 £831.00

WFY Y £741.00 £780.00

DOVE & NIGHTINGALE
This matrix indicates door options that can be 
used with each Dove & Nightingale. 
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

lA

lB 1½” side outlet position: 
     A = 80mm from the centre of the outlet to the outer edge of the tray.

     B = 35mm from the centre of the outlet to the floor.

DOVE

Dove shower tray 
illustrated above, right 
hand illustrated

Reference Code
DOVELH

700

DOVERH

1200

NIGHTINGALE

800

1200

Nightingale shower 
tray illustrated above, 
right hand illustrated

Reference Code
NIGHLH
NIGHRH

All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 
4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

60mm 
HIGH
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50   |   STEP-IN   

PRINIA
Above ground 110mm high shower tray for solid 
or unbreachable floors.

•  Step in shower tray just 110mm high.

•  90mm diameter gravity waste with 50mm water seal, and a waste flow rate of up to 35 litres per minute.

•  Suitable for wooden, solid or unbreachable floor situations.

•  Self supporting, does not require bedding down onto a sand and cement mix.

•  Waste pipework can be taken out beneath the tray in several positions.

•  1800x700mm & 1800x800mm shower trays can be cut down to 1500mm to fit exactly 
    into the space left by a bathtub.  

•  55mm high step available as an optional accessory on request for assisted entry, see page 52.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Reinforced GRP construction.

•  Anti-slip surface for an assured underfoot grip. 

•  Exclusively incorporates                     antibacterial protection.

Scan to view Prinia 
details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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STEP-IN   |   51 

lA

lB

  

                      2.

Prinia trays are not handed  
*PRIN1800x700 & PRIN1800x800 can be cut to length from 1800mm to 1500mm.

UPSW-4 pumped waste available

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Suits unbreachable floors

Above ground tray, 110mm high

Reference Tray Size

A B

PRIN1000x1000 1000 1000

PRIN1200x700 1200 700

PRIN1200x800 1200 800

PRIN1300x700 1300 700

PRIN1300x800 1300 800

Reference Tray Size

A B

PRIN1400x700 1400 700

PRIN1400x800 1400 800

PRIN1800x700* 1800 700

PRIN1800x800* 1800 800

1800x700mm & 1800x800:
Cut to size bath replacement

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Easy step in access, just 110mm high.

  

                      

Waste has a removable dip tube for easy cleaning.

  

                      

  

                      2.
  

                      

Optional 55mm high step available
Dimensions: 740W x 440D x 55H.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

The trays design allows for various options of how 
the waste can exit beneath the tray. 

Waste details 
•  Supplied as standard with a          .                 
.   ST90CPB-P-70 50mm
    water seal, 90mm diameter 
    gravity waste. 

•  70mm in depth.

•  Flow rate approximately 35 litres per minute.

•  UPSW-4 available if using in a waste pump       
.   situation.

    See pages 92 & 94 for more details.

110mm 
HIGH

55mm 
HIGH

Supplied with ST90CPB-P-70              
gravity waste 
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PRINIA
Prinia shower tray options illustrated below. Use the shower door selector located 
on the inside front cover fold-out page to assist with your door selection.

PRINIA 1000x1000 PRINIA 1200x700

PRINIA 1300x700

PRINIA 1200x800

PRINIA 1300x800 PRINIA 1400x700 

FALC1400x800 

Prinia 1000x1000 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1000x1000

Prinia 1200x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1200x700

Prinia 1200x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1200x800

Prinia 1300x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1300x700

Prinia 1300x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1300x800

Prinia 1400x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

Reference Code
PRIN1400x700

PRINIA 1400x800 

Prinia 1400x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 PRINIA 1800x700 

Prinia 1800x700 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

FALC1400x800 PRINIA 1800x800 

Prinia 1800x800 
shower tray illustrated 
above, not handed

1000

1000

500

200

Reference Code
PRIN1400x800

Reference Code
PRIN1800x700

Reference Code
PRIN1800x800

1300

700

350

200

1300

800

400

200

1400

700

350

200

1400

400

200

800

1800

700

350

200

800

1800

400

200

52   |   STEP-IN   

‘

‘

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use the 
inside front cover fold-out 
page. Tray & door package 
prices are opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

1200

700

350

200

1200

800

400

200

PRINIA STEP 

Prinia 55mm high 
step illustrated above, 
not handed

Reference Code
26PRINSTEP

740

440

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

    L E N G T H

   CUT TO 

Cut to length minimum: 1500mm Cut to length minimum: 1500mm
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STEP-IN   |   53 

OPTIONS HANDED
PRINIA 

1000x1000
PRINIA 

1200x700
PRINIA 

1200x800
PRINIA 

1300x700
PRINIA 

1300x800
PRINIA 

1400x700
PRINIA 

1400x800
PRINIA 

1800x700
PRINIA 

1800x800
PRINIA 
STEP

TRAY ONLY N £510.00 £495.00 £505.00 £503.00 £516.00 £526.00 £551.00 £672.00 £684.00 £179.00

WF1 Y £890.00 £875.00 £885.00 £883.00 £895.00 £905.00 £931.00

WF2 N** £859.00

WF3 N** £896.00 £881.00 £891.00 £889.00 £901.00 £911.00 £937.00

WF4 Y £922.00 £906.00 £916.00 £914.00 £927.00 £937.00 £961.00

WF5 N £947.00

WF6 Y £890.00 £875.00 £885.00 £883.00 £895.00 £905.00 £931.00

WF7 Y £890.00 £875.00 £885.00 £883.00 £895.00 £905.00 £931.00

WF8 Y £890.00 £875.00 £885.00 £883.00 £895.00 £905.00 £931.00

WF9 Y £910.00 £895.00 £905.00 £903.00 £915.00 £926.00 £951.00

WF10 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00

WF11 Y £929.00 £913.00 £924.00 £922.00 £934.00 £944.00 £968.00

WF12 Y £944.00 £929.00 £939.00 £937.00 £949.00 £959.00 £984.00

WF13 Y £926.00 £910.00 £921.00 £918.00 £931.00 £941.00 £965.00

WF14 Y £746.00

WF15 N £804.00 £789.00 £799.00 £797.00 £809.00 £820.00 £845.00 £963.00 £976.00

WF16 Y £804.00 £789.00 £799.00 £797.00 £809.00 £820.00 £845.00 £963.00 £976.00

WF17 Y £829.00 £813.00 £824.00 £822.00 £834.00 £844.00 £869.00 £988.00 £1000.00

WF18 Y £829.00 £813.00 £824.00 £822.00 £834.00 £844.00 £869.00 £988.00 £1000.00

WF19 N £881.00 £891.00 £889.00 £901.00 £911.00 £937.00 £1056.00 £1067.00

WF20 Y £801.00 £786.00 £796.00 £794.00 £806.00

WF21 Y £886.00 £871.00 £881.00 £879.00 £891.00 £901.00 £927.00 £1046.00 £1058.00

WF22 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00 £1066.00 £1079.00

WF23 Y £886.00 £871.00 £881.00 £879.00 £891.00 £901.00 £927.00 £1046.00 £1058.00

WF24 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00 £1066.00 £1079.00

WF25 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00 £1066.00 £1079.00

WF26 N £1092.00 £1104.00

WF27 Y £1061.00 £1073.00

WF28 Y £905.00 £890.00 £900.00 £898.00 £910.00 £921.00 £946.00

WF29 Y £896.00

WF30 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00

WF31 Y £907.00 £892.00 £902.00 £900.00 £912.00 £923.00 £948.00

WF32 Y £929.00 £939.00 £937.00 £949.00 £959.00 £984.00 £1103.00 £1115.00

WF33 Y £978.00 £988.00 £986.00 £998.00 £1008.00 £1034.00 £1153.00 £1164.00

WF34 Y £978.00 £988.00 £986.00 £998.00 £1008.00 £1034.00 £1153.00 £1164.00

WF35 Y £1103.00 £1115.00

WFX Y £804.00 £789.00 £799.00 £797.00 £809.00 £820.00 £845.00 £963.00 £976.00

WFY Y £753.00 £738.00 £748.00 £746.00 £758.00 £768.00 £793.00 £912.00 £925.00

PRINIA
This matrix indicates door options that can be used with each Prinia shower tray.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

**WF2 & WF3 are not handed unless doors are unequal widths
All shower doors are supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, satin striped shower curtain.

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the door option  
and state LH or RH if handed, then 
add it to the reference code of the 
shower tray, eg: PRIN1000x1000WF1LH.

LUXE SILVER SATIN FINISH DOOR PRICES:
Deduct the shower tray only price from the package price & multiply the remainder 
by 20% (35% for toughened safety glass). Then add your Luxe door price back
to the shower tray only price to get the total package cost. 

Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened safety glass.
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54   |   SHOWER DOORS   
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SHOWER DOORS
Made to measure, half height carer door options.

•  Easy access shower doors finished in a white powder coating as standard. 

•  Manufactured and despatched within 24 to 48 hours*.

•  Glazed with either high impact decorative PET, unbreakable polypropylene or toughened glass, see page 3.

•  Shower doors can be retro-fitted in a wetroom or onto any shower tray with a 40mm flat perimeter.

•  Shower doors have a compensator for adjustment, up to 15mm, to allow for out of square walls. 

•  Rise and fall hinges for effortless door opening, doors remain open when in the open position.

•  Supplied with a curtain rail and 4oz white, satin striped, weighted polyester shower curtain.

•  Magnetic door closing. Where practical, handles are supplied for ease of opening. 

•  Coloured handles, latches and support poles available, at no extra cost, to assist the visually impaired.

•  Half height doors manufactured at 750mm, a preferred height for carers. Other heights available on request.

•  High integrity door and glazing seals.

•  Luxe Range doors are an alternative to the standard white door range. Polished                                                  
.   silver satin finish will compliment any modern easy access bathroom. 

•  We do not approve the use of power showers with special needs shower 
    doors or shower trays.

•  Reverse hinge options available to enable the doors to fold into the shower area.

    *Does not include deliveries to Ireland or events beyond our control.

 G
U

A R A N T E
E

LIFE
TIME

EASY TO

INSTALL

Scan to view door 
details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Suitable for use with a shower tray

Can be made to measure

Suitable for vinyl anti-slip flooring

Suitable for tiled floors
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Flip over latch will prevent door movement should   
a carer lean against them.

  

                      

PET environmentally friendly impact resistant 
glazing.

  

                      

100mm wide Compensator infill section available 
to overcome pipework or pipe boxing.

  

                      

Luxe Range doors will give a modern appearance to an easy access 
bathroom. Toughened glass available on request.

Made to measure details 
To measure the area for your shower doors to fit, it is 
important that accurate dimensions are taken from the tile 
face to tile face or to the proposed closed position of the 
doors, see diagram below.  

Reverse hinge doors 
Reverse hinge options available to enable
the doors to fold into the shower area. 
Suffix your door reference with R when                        
ordering reverse hinged door options, 
eg: WF1LH-R 

To view door option images 
see pages 56 - 59 or use 
the inside front cover 
fold-out page. ‘

‘

  

                      

Rise & fall hinges lift the door for effortless opening, 
even for those with a weakened grip.

  

                      

Integrated corner block designed to be trimmed to  
suit 10mm or 38mm radiused floor covings. 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

REVERSE HINGE 

AVAILABLE            
      

Suffix your door reference with R,

Eg: WF1LH-R
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CORNER ACCESS

STANDARD OR MADE TO MEASURE DOOR OPTIONS,  

WF1 WF2 WF3

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-folding and single door provide 
maximum access.
Right hand illustrated.

WF4

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors provide maximum access.
This option is not handed unless doors 
are unequal widths.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm
Twin bi-folding doors provide maximum 
access in a confined space. Right hand 
illustrated. This option is not handed 
unless doors are unequal widths.

Maximum size:
A: 1600mm, B: 1500mm
Bi-folding and tri-folding door allowing 
full access in a confined space.
Right hand illustrated.

CORNER ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL

WF6 WF7 WF8

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 900mm
Bi-folding door hinging from a fixed panel 
for corner access.
Right hand corner illustrated.

WF9

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 900mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for 
maximum access.
Right hand corner illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall and 
fixed panel for ease of use. 
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall with 
single door hinging from the fixed panel.
Right hand illustrated.

FRONT ACCESS

WF14 WF15 WF16

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm
Easy to open single door opens outwards 
allowing full access. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

WF17

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall for full 
access in a restricted room.
This option is not handed.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for 
maximum access in a confined space. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

Maximum size: 
A: 2000mm
Bi-folding and single door allow full access 
to the showering area. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

WF1LH £389.00
WF1RH £389.00 WF2 £357.00 WF3 £395.00 

WF4LH £421.00 
WF4RH £421.00

WF6LH £389.00 
WF6RH £389.00

WF7LH £389.00 
WF7RH £389.00

WF8LH £389.00 
WF8RH £389.00

WF9LH £410.00 
WF9RH £410.00

WF14LH £243.00 
WF14RH £243.00 WF15 £302.00

WF16LH £302.00 
WF16RH £302.00

WF17LH £327.00
WF17RH £327.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

all door options are right handed unless stated.
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WF5

Maximum size:
A: 1350mm
Twin sliding doors hinging from the wall 
allow maximum access and ease of entry. 
Will fit an area over 875mm, maximum 
1350mm. This option is not handed.

WF10 WF11 WF12

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Tri-folding door hinging from the wall opens 
for maximum access to the shower area. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF13

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Bi-parting doors for ease of entry, with a 
fixed panel and vertical support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1500mm
Twin bi-folding doors for ease of use, with a 
fixed panel and vertical support pole.
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Tri-folding door hinging from the wall 
allowing full access in a confined room. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF18 WF19 WF20

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm
Tri-folding door can span a wider room 
opening and provide full access. 
Right hand hinged illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Twin bi-folding inline doors for 
maximum access. 
Not handed. 

Maximum size:
A: 1350mm
Sliding door can extend across the shower area and opens 
outwards. Will fit between two walls minimum 875mm and 
maximum 1350mm. Right hand illustrated.

SHOWER DOORS   |   57 

WF5 £446.00 

WF10LH £406.00 
WF10RH £406.00

WF11LH £428.00 
WF11RH £428.00

WF12LH £443.00 
WF12RH £443.00

WF13LH £425.00 
WF13RH £425.00

WF18LH £327.00 
WF18RH £327.00 WF19 £395.00

WF20LH £299.00 
WF20RH £299.00

‘‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
State the door size required. Take the 
reference code of the door option and 
state LH or RH if handed, eg: WF1LH.

LUXE DOOR PRICES:
Multiply the shower door price by 20% (35% for toughened glass). 
Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened glass.

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS OPTION.

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS OPTION.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

all door options are right handed unless stated.

REVERSE HINGE 

AVAILABLE            
      

Suffix your door reference with R,

Eg: WF1LH-R

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.
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FRONT ACCESS WITH FIXED PANEL

FRONT ACCESS WITH RETURN PANEL

WF21 WF22 WF23

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Single door opens outwards allowing full 
access. Fixed panel where assisted bathing 
necessary. Right hand fixed panel illustrated.

WF24

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the wall and 
fixed panel, for easy access. 
Right hand fixed panel illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Single door hinging from the vertical  
support pole. 
Right hand fixed panel illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the wall for 
easy access with a vertical support pole.  
Right hand fixed panel illustrated.

WF28 WF29 WF30

Maximum size:
A: 1700mm, B: 1000mm
Single door with fixed front and return 
panels.with a vertical support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF31

Maximum size:
A: 1200mm, B: 1200mm
Single door with a return panel where 
assisted bathing is required. 
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors with a return panel where 
assisted bathing is required.
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1500mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-folding door with a return panel where 
assisted bathing is required.
Right hand illustrated.

STANDARD OR MADE TO MEASURE DOOR OPTIONS,

WF21LH £385.00 
WF21RH £385.00

WF24LH £406.00 
WF24RH £406.00

WF22LH £406.00 
WF22RH £406.00

WF23LH £385.00 
WF23RH £385.00

WF28LH £404.00 
WF28RH £404.00

WF29LH £395.00 
WF29RH £395.00

WF30LH £406.00 
WF30RH £406.00

WF31LH £406.00 
WF31RH £406.00

FIXED PANEL

WFX

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm
Full height fixed panel with a vertical 
support pole.
Right hand illustrated.

WFXLH £302.00 
WFXRH £302.00

WFY

Maximum size:
A: 1000mm
Half height fixed panel with a vertical 
support pole.
Right hand illustrated.

WFYLH £250.00 
WFYRH £250.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

all door options are right handed unless stated.
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WF25

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the           
vertical support pole. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF32 WF33 WF34

Maximum size:
A: 2000mm, B: 1200mm
Twin bi-folding doors open to allow full 
access, with a return panel where assisted 
bathing is necessary. Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-folding door hinging from the fixed panel, 
with two vertical support poles.    
Right hand illustrated.

Maximum size:
A: 1800mm, B: 1200mm
Bi-parting doors hinging from the fixed and 
return panel, with two vertical support poles.    
Right hand illustrated.

WF26

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Two fixed panels with centralised bi-parting 
doors and vertical support poles.   
This option is not handed.

WF27

Maximum size:
A: 1850mm
Sliding door extends across the shower area to 
meet a 500mm fixed panel. Fits between two 
walls minimum 1375mm. Right hand illustrated. 

WF25LH £406.00 
WF25RH £406.00 WF26 £432.00

WF27LH £400.00 
WF27RH £400.00

WF32LH £443.00 
WF32RH £443.00

WF33LH £493.00 
WF33RH £493.00

WF34LH £493.00 
WF34RH £493.00

WF35

Maximum size:
A: 2500mm
Twin bi-folding inline doors hinging from the 
wall and fixed panel, for easy access. 
Right hand illustrated.

WF35LH £443.00 
WF35RH £443.00 

‘‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
State the door size required. Take the 
reference code of the door option and 
state LH or RH if handed, eg: WF1LH.

LUXE DOOR PRICES:
Multiply the shower door price by 20% (35% for toughened glass). 
Suffix your reference code with LUX for Luxe doors & 
LUX-G for Luxe doors with toughened glass.

LUXE NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS OPTION.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

REVERSE HINGE 

AVAILABLE            
      

Suffix your door reference with R,

Eg: WF1LH-R

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

all door options are right handed unless stated.
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CARERSCREENS®
Portable and convenient.

•  A convenient option to a fixed shower enclosure.

•  Easily portable, can be moved effortlessly from room to room.

•  Assists in keeping the carer dry during bathing.

•  Low screen height of 750mm (29½”), which is a preferred height for carers. Other screen heights
.   available on request. 

•  Can be used in conjunction with a shower tray or alternatively, a tiled or wet floor area.

•  Fold flat for compact storage. 

•  By removing the Carerscreen® when it is not in use, the shower area is then clear for other 
.   members of the household.  

•  Available in four standard sizes, can be made to measure.

•  Lifetime guarantee.

•  Not handed.

 G
U

A R A N T E
E

LIFE
TIME

EASY TO

INSTALL

Scan to view  details 
on your phone or 
tablet.

Reference Height No. of 
Panels

Weight Panel Width Price 
A B

CS1 750mm 2 7kg 650mm - £179.00
CS2 900mm 2 9kg 750mm - £192.00
CS3 750mm 2 9kg 1000mm - £206.00
CS4 750mm 4 9kg 450mm 225 £222.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

CS1

Ideal for rooms with restricted 
space. Not handed.

CS2

Taller screen height for 
modesty purposes & to keep 
the carer drier. Not handed.

CS3

Wider screens are ideal for 
use with a mobile shower 
chair. Not handed.

CS4

By incorporating more panels 
the screen can be closer to 
the user. Not handed.
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GLASS SCREENS
Open up the shower space.
•  For a modern and minimalist walk-in shower experience. 

•  6mm clear toughened safety glass, EN 14428 tested, 1950mm high (plus wall support, see below).

•  The wall support can be cut to length (700mm-1500mm).

•  Silver aluminium frame with 30mm adjustment for out of true walls.

•  45º wall bracket available if you wish to add a return panel.

•  Available in 700mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1100mm and 1200mm widths.

•  Leading edge is finished in glass.

•  Installs directly onto all Contour shower trays which have a flat top perimeter, and on tiled wetfloor areas.

•  Bolster section available for use on coved vinyl safety flooring.

•  Chrome bottom fixing support foot & bottom seal included but fitting optional.

•  Not handed.

 G
U

A R A N T E
E10

YEAR

  
 C

O
N T O U R  I N C L U S I V

E  EASY TO

INSTALL

Size Adjustment Reference Price 
700mm 700-730mm GS1-700 £295.00
800mm 800-830mm GS1-800 £295.00
900mm 900-930mm GS1-900 £319.00
1000mm 1000-1030mm GS1-1000 £346.00
1100mm 1100-1130mm GS1-1100 £346.00
1200mm 1200-1230mm GS1-1200 £346.00

  45° Wall Bracket GSB-45 £17.00
  Bolster Section, left hand GS1-CLH £46.00
  Bolster Section, right hand GS1-CRH £46.00

Top fixing.

Scan to view screen 
details on your 
phone or tablet.

Bolster section.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.
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IMPROVED

Scan to view cubicle 
details on your 
phone or tablet.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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CUBICLES
Self contained, 
freestanding shower  
areas, easily installed into 
almost any room.

• Quick and easy to install and remove without
   the need for expensive property alterations,                                         
.  (Installation usually within 2 hours). 

• A cost effective, short term or semi permanent 
   alternative to a traditional adaptation.

• Provides an ensuite facility practically anywhere in the 
   home suitable for use by all the family.

• No additional tiling required.

• Unique shower tray system assists with cubicle 
   assembly and helps to prevent the likelihood of leaks.

• Easy to get in to, choose from level access, 40mm  
   high or up to 110mm high to suit unbreachable floors.

• Optional ramps or step makes access even easier for
   wheelchair or ambulant users.

• Anti-slip surface for assured underfoot grip.

• Roof available, to which an optional light and fan can
   be installed.

• Half height doors for when assisted bathing is 
   required.

• Glazed in durable, smooth Polypropylene and PET
   which are safe and easy to clean.

• Shower tray incorporates                      antibacterial
   protection which actively inhibits the growth of 
   harmful and odour causing bacteria, see inside cover. 

• The addition of grabrails, shower seat, WC or a
   wash hand basin will provide a functional solution for
   individual requirements. 

      NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH:

   • Tern rotating, level access shower trays,
      see page 12 for more details. 

   • Falcon 1000x1000mm low level shower tray,                   
      see page 32 for more details.
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A WC and washbasin can be added to provide a complete ensuite  
solution for individual needs.

To view freestanding 
cubicle options see 
pages 64 - 65. ‘

‘

  

                      

An optional roof helps to retain steam. Also 
provides a fixing point for a light or fan.

  

                      

Adding a shower seat will provide the user with 
additional comfort.

Suits above ground trays

Suitable for gravity or pumped wastes

Suits wooden floors

Suits screeded floors

Suits unbreachable floors

  

                      

WC cubicles use a wall hung pan which allows 
cleaning underneath and around the WC.

• An optional macerator can be supplied
   which allows you to fit a WC almost
   anywhere.

• Horizontal discharge: 100m.

• Vertical discharge: 4m.

• Dimensions: 330H x 163W x 263D.

WC Details
• Adjustable low WC frame allows the WC pan to be
   hung at a specific height to suit the user, from
   350mm to 510mm.

• Robust, takes 400kg. 

• Cistern also incorporates a chrome dual flush button.

• WC Cupboard width: 350mm.

• Adjustable low WC frame: 450H x 345W x 160D-325D.

• Toilet seat supplied separately.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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CUBICLES
Cubicle and Cubicle with WC options illustrated below. 

CUBICLE 1 CUBICLE 2

CUBICLE 4

CUBICLE 3

CUBICLE 5 CUBICLE 6 

CUBICLE 7

Full cubicle with bi-folding and single 
door. Left hand illustrated.

Reference
CUBI1LH
CUBI1RH

Full cubicle with a WC and bi-folding 
and single door. Left hand illustrated.

Reference
CUBI2LH
CUBI2RH

Full cubicle with twin bi-folding doors. 
This option is not handed.

Reference
CUBI3

Full cubicle with WC and twin bi-folding 
doors. Left hand illustrated.

Half cubicle with corner twin bi-folding 
doors. Left hand illustrated.

Reference
CUBI5LH
CUBI5RH

Half cubicle with WC and corner twin 
bi-folding doors. Left hand illustrated.

Reference
CUBI6LH
CUBI6RH

Half cubicle with full height fixed panels 
and single door. Left hand illustrated.

This style of cubicle is compatible with almost every 
style of shower tray in our range. (Except Swift & 
Tern1225C tray Range).

Reference
CUBI7LH
CUBI7RH

‘

‘

Cubicles are supplied with a 
curtain rail and 4oz, weighted, 
satin striped shower curtain, 
(Not CUBICLE 7).

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Reference
CUBI4LH
CUBI4RH
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SHOWER TRAY & CUBICLE OPTIONS
This matrix indicates cubicles that can be used with each shower tray.
Prices are listed in GBP and exclude VAT, which is charged at the current rate.

 COMPATIBLE
SHOWER TRAYS

 
SIZE HANDED

TRAY 
HEIGHT

 
CUBICLE 1

 
CUBICLE 2

 
CUBICLE 3

 
CUBICLE 4

 
CUBICLE 5

 
CUBICLE 6

 
CUBICLE 7

CUBICLE ONLY - - £689.00 £1530.00 £689.00 £1530.00 £689.00 £1530.00 £495.00

     LEVEL ACCESS TRAYS

HARRIER 1050x750mm Y - £883.00

SKYLARK 1250x700mm Y - £888.00

TERN (FLAT TOP) 1200x1200mm N - £2189.00 £3030.00 £2189.00 £3030.00 £1995.00

TERN (COVED) 1225x1225mm N - £2189.00 £3030.00 £2189.00 £3030.00

OSPREY 1250x800mm Y - £899.00

MERLIN 1250x800mm Y - £899.00

     LOW LEVEL TRAYS

FALCON 1000x700mm N 40mm £876.00

FALCON 1000x1000mm N 40mm £1123.00 £1964.00 £1123.00 £1964.00 £929.00

FALCON 1100x800mm N 40mm £1101.00 £1943.00 £1101.00 £1943.00 £907.00

KESTREL 1190x710mm N 35mm £1089.00 £1930.00 £1089.00 £1930.00 £1089.00 £1930.00 £895.00

FALCON 1200x800mm N 40mm £1117.00 £1959.00 £1117.00 £1959.00 £1117.00 £1959.00 £924.00

GANNET 1200x800mm N 40mm £1143.00 £1984.00 £1143.00 £1984.00 £1143.00 £1984.00 £949.00

FALCON 1300x700mm N 40mm £1101.00 £1943.00 £1101.00 £1943.00 £1101.00 £1943.00 £907.00

GANNET 1300x700mm N 40mm £1127.00 £1968.00 £1127.00 £1968.00 £1127.00 £1968.00 £933.00

FALCON 1300x800mm N 40mm £1124.00 £1965.00 £1124.00 £1965.00 £1124.00 £1965.00 £930.00

GANNET 1300x800mm N 40mm £1149.00 £1991.00 £1149.00 £1991.00 £1149.00 £1991.00 £955.00

FALCON 1400x700mm N 40mm £1125.00 £1966.00 £1125.00 £1966.00 £1125.00 £1966.00 £931.00

GANNET 1400x700mm N 40mm £1150.00 £1992.00 £1150.00 £1992.00 £1150.00 £1992.00 £956.00

FALCON 1400x800mm N 40mm £1125.00 £1966.00 £1125.00 £1966.00 £1125.00 £1966.00 £931.00

GANNET 1400x800mm N 40mm £1150.00 £1992.00 £1150.00 £1992.00 £1150.00 £1992.00 £956.00

FALCON 1500x700mm N 40mm £1146.00 £1987.00 £1146.00 £1987.00 £1146.00 £1987.00 £952.00

GANNET 1500x700mm N 40mm £1171.00 £2013.00 £1171.00 £2013.00 £1171.00 £2013.00 £978.00

     STEP-IN TRAYS

DOVE 1200x700mm Y 60mm £1202.00 £2044.00 £1202.00 £2044.00 £1202.00 £2044.00 £1008.00

PRINIA 1200x700mm N 110mm £1184.00 £2025.00 £1184.00 £2025.00 £1184.00 £2025.00 £990.00

NIGHTINGALE 1200x800mm Y 60mm £1243.00 £2084.00 £1243.00 £2084.00 £1243.00 £2084.00 £1049.00

PRINIA 1200x800mm N 110mm £1194.00 £2035.00 £1194.00 £2035.00 £1194.00 £2035.00 £1000.00

PRINIA 1300x700mm N 110mm £1192.00 £2033.00 £1192.00 £2033.00 £1192.00 £2033.00 £998.00

PRINIA 1300x800mm N 110mm £1204.00 £2046.00 £1204.00 £2046.00 £1204.00 £2046.00 £1010.00

PRINIA 1400x700mm N 110mm £1214.00 £2056.00 £1214.00 £2056.00 £1214.00 £2056.00 £1020.00

PRINIA 1400x800mm N 110mm £1240.00 £2081.00 £1240.00 £2081.00 £1240.00 £2081.00 £1046.00

     ACCESSORIES

ROOF ROOF £93.00 TOILET SEAT 04WCS01 £29.00

ROOF FOR WC CUBICLE ROOFWC £113.00 SANIPRO MACERATOR 04MSP £449.00

SHOWER LIGHT WITH FAN 15SL01 £109.00 WASH HAND BASIN 04WB02 £97.00

LEVER TAPS 04LT £62.00

‘

‘

Ordering is easy.
Take the reference code of the cubicle 
option & add it to the reference code of 
the shower tray, for example: 
FALC1100x800CUBI1LH.

REF PRICE REF PRICE

See 
opposite

If necessary refer back to the relevant shower tray page 
to identify the shower tray reference number. 

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.
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Pump Housing 
Dimensions

A = 190mm
B = 210mm
C = 330mm

The housing slots onto the wall plate. 
Manufactured from ABS.
The flow switch & control box covers 
are now optional accessories, 
see opposite.
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WATER
TESTED

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

350mm
Recommended 
Max 500mm

Pump Only 
Dimensions
(Housing not fitted) 

A = 180mm
B = 205mm
C = 270mm

To achieve optimum pump performance of 12 litres per 
minute we recommend the pump be installed no higher 
than 350mm from the top of the shower waste outlet to 
the underside of the wall plate. 

The pump can be installed upto a maximum height of 
500mm to the underside of the wall plate, but this will 
reduce the pumps overall performance.

B

C

A

IM
PROVED 

DESIGN

Scan to view 
P12 details on your 
phone or tablet.

CONTOUR P12 PUMP 
The quiet, unblockable, maintenance free shower 
waste pump when gravity drainage is unavailable.

FEATURES  
•  Peristaltic pump design.
•  Safe 24v DC low energy motor.
•  NEW wall plate with quick release pump bracket.
•  Complete with universal fittings and 22mm push fit connectors.
•  Self priming up to 500mm.
•  Pumps up to 12 litres per minute.
•  NEW variable speed transformer.
•  Not handed.

BENEFITS
•  Pumped water travels through a sealed tube reducing the risk of blockage.
•  Near silent operation.
•  MAINTENANCE FREE design comes with a 5 YEAR WARRANTY.
•  Low running costs due to the 24v DC efficient low energy motor.
•  NEW wall plate with quick release pump bracket minimises installation time.
•  Can be retrofitted and is compatible with all manufacturers wastes.
•  Not handed for easy and quick installation.
•  Suitable for electric and mixer showers. (Additional flow switch required for mixer shower installations). 

•  Link directly to a Redring Selectronic Premier WP or Mira Advance ATL Flex Extra, 
    eliminating the need for a flow switch, see ‘Link’ options opposite.
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UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

TYPICAL MIXER SHOWER INSTALLATION

Manufactured 
from parts that
are 100% recyclable‘

‘

TYPICAL ELECTRIC SHOWER INSTALLATION

‘Standard’ kits include 1 x flowswitch and are meant for typical electric shower installations. 
‘Link’ kits have no flowswitch and are meant to be wired directly to a suitable electric shower.
For more information on wastes and gully’s see pages 94 - 95.

FOR TOP ACCESS 
SHOWER TRAYS:

PUMP ONLY
FOR SHOWER TRAYS: 

 KIT A
FOR FLOOR FORMERS: 

 KIT B

FOR SHOWER TRAYS 
 WITH A 90mm DIA WASTE:

KIT D

For use with our Gannet range of 
top access shower trays.

For use with a level access or 
above ground shower tray.

For use with a wetroom floor 
former.

For use with an Eagle TWO 
level access tray or Prinia step in 
shower tray.

UPSW-3 is only 30mm in depth & 
has a 22mm outlet.

Trap is 45mm in depth & has a 
22mm outlet. 

UPSW-4 is only 32mm in depth & 
has a 22mm outlet.

Chrome top flange. Manufactured in white ABS. Chrome top flange.

Easy to clean. Will withstand wheelchair 
loadings.

Easy to clean.

If using an Eagle TWO or 
Prinia use KIT D.

Stainless steel options available 
on request, see page 95.

Additional flowswitch for 
use with a mixer shower. 

Description Reference Price 
Additional Flowswitch 05PP11 £26.00
Control Box Cover 05PP16 £8.00
Flow Switch Cover 05PP17 £5.50

1. Flowswitch within the cold water supply
2. Electric shower
3. Gully
4. 22mm pipework to pump inlet
5. 22mm pipework to outlet
6. Contour P12 pump & housing
7. To mains supply 230V
8. Control box 

•1

•2

•3 •4 •5
•6

•7 •8

1. 2 Flowswitches fitted in the water supply, 
     one in the cold & one in the hot supply.
2. Mixer shower
3. Waste
4. 22mm pipework to pump inlet
5. 22mm pipework to outlet
6. Contour P12 pump & housing
7. To mains supply 230V
8. Control box 

•1

•2

•3
•4 •5
•6

•7 •8

Optional Control Box cover or Flow 
Switch cover available on request.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Description Reference Price 
Pump Only 05PP01 £471.00

Link Pump Only 05PP01-L £463.00

Description Reference Price 
Standard Kit A 05PP01A £481.00

Link Kit A 05PP01A-L £473.00

Description Reference Price 
Standard Kit B 05PP01B £491.00

Link Kit B 05PP01B-L £483.00

Description Reference Price 
Standard Kit D 05PP01D £492.00

Link Kit D 05PP01D-L £484.00

PLEASE NOTE:
An additional flow switch is required 
for mixer shower installations.
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WHALE PUMP 
Where gravity drainage is not an option...

•  Removes waste water from the shower area when gravity drainage is not available.

•  Reliable performance: hair, gels and other shower waste pass through the pump without blocking.

•  Maintenance free: No pump filter is required therefore no internal cleaning is necessary. 

•  Practical design: valves integral to the pump prevent odours escaping into the bathroom 
    from the waste pipe. 

•  Quiet performance. 

•  All kits now include Active Link diagnostics.

•  Pump and transformers are IP45 rated against moisture and particle ingress. 

•  CE Marked and comply with European standards for: EMC, Low Voltage Approvals.

•  Easy to install. Dedicated Technical Helpline available: 0845 0694 253 

Transformer includes patented                                   diagnostics.

• Aids installation and maintenance.

• Light indicates power present when test button is pressed.

• Light indicates shower operation.
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FLOW CONNECT, Flow Switch Control INSTANT MATCH®, Digital wireless connection

The flow switch turns 
on when water flows 
through the shower. 

The flow switch 
activates the 
Whale® transformer. 

The speed settings are 
designed to suit electric & 
mixer showers, minimising 
gully noise.

•1

•2

•3

Internal flow sensor in 
the shower measures 
the flow rate going to 
the shower head. 

•1

Flow rate information 
is sent wirelessly to 
the Instant Match® 
transformer. 

•2

Instant Match® 
transformer alters 
the speed of the 
pump to match 
the shower flow. 

•3

Matching the pump 
speed to the shower 
flow rate ensures gully 
noise is minimised. 

•4

•

( ((

•

(((

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies.

ACCESSORIES & SPARES

Standard Flowswitch Mixer Valve Flowswitch Diaphragm Kit

Description Reference Price 
Standard Flowswitch 05WP10-04 £35.00
Mixer Valve Flowswitch 05WP10-03 £45.00
Diaphragm Kit 05WP10-50 £22.00

INSTANT MATCH® 
To minimise gully suction noise the Instant Match® uses a 
digital signal sent from the shower to automatically adjust 
the pump speed in relation to the flow rate of the shower.
No set-up necessary - plug and play operation.

• No physical link required between the Instant
   Match® and shower. (Maximum 5 metre range for wireless signal).

• Easy installation and simple pairing of pump with shower. 

• Wireless control. 

• Shower automatically turns off in the event of power failure 
   to the pump. 

• Compatible with:
   Mira Advance Flex Extra & Flex Extra Wireless, page 74.
   

Note, for installation with any electric shower a Venturi 
Flow Sensor can be fitted inline, Part No: 05WP10-53. 
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Description Reference Price 
Automatic Tray Kit 05WP10 £353.00

Description Reference Price 
Automatic Wetfloor Kit 05WP10-11 £396.00

Description Reference Price 
Instant Match Kit 05WP10-06 £411.00

Description Reference Price 
Venturi Flow Switch 05WP10-53 £70.00

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

! 
NOTE

! 
NOTE

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

STANDARD - FLOW CONNECT KITS
The original automatic shower drain kit with proven 
reliability is now combined with 12 speed pump settings, 
Active Link diagnostics and Whale® Whisper gully options. 

• 12 pump speed settings designed to suit 
   Electric and Mixer Shower installations. 

• Adjustable pump speed minimises gully
  suction noise. 

• Wet floor kit includes Whale Whisper gully
• High performance. Draws 3 metres from gully. 

NOTE: For mixer shower installations an additional 

flow switch is required. Part No: 05WP10-03. 
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Scan to view 
Eco-save details on 
your phone or tablet.

Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) 
scheme 100% tax relief for 
Contour Eco-save.
What is the ECA Scheme?
As part of the governments commitment to the 
Kyoto Agreement (World Wide Reduction of Carbon 
Emissions), the then Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Gordon Brown, in his 2001 Budget Report, 
announced support for business investment in 
environmentally friendly technologies. 

This allowed for the introduction of a 100% First 
Year Enhanced Capital Allowance Scheme on water 
saving and water improving technologies that meet 
stringent criteria regarding water conservation. For 
more details please ask. 

SAVE WATER & ENERGY WITH AN 
ECO-SAVE MIXER SHOWER.
The only thermostatic & pressure balancing mixer shower, designed to be the safest, anti-scald value for 
money mixer shower available. 

•  NHS, DO8 and TMV3 approved.

•  Achieve water and energy savings by up to 70%.

•  Anti scald cut off within 0.2 seconds.

•  Manufactured with no built in obsolescence, parts 
.   available for 25 years. 

•  Anti-tamper temperature control set at 38°C. Water 
.   temperature at discharge point is no more than 41°C.

•  Ergonomically shaped controls for ease of use.

•  Water saving shower head, supplies a maximum of 
.   8 litres per minute @ 6 bar with a 1150mm riser
.   rail and 1500mm hose for assisted bathing.

•  98% recyclable, 100% of production waste is recycled.

•  Intended for use on water systems 1.0 bar and above.

•  Salamander CT50 1.5 bar pump available for areas restrained by 
    low water pressure, ask for details.

•  Anti-legionella option ideal for low use areas. Standard shower heads and hoses 
.   normally retain water, which.if left for a period of time provides growth conditions 
.   for the development of legionella, see opposite.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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ECO-SAVE MIXER SHOWER

•  NHS, DO8 and TMV3 approved mixer shower 

•  Achieve water and energy savings by up to 70%.

•  Anti-tamper temperature control set at 38°C.

•  Exposed pipework option available.

•  Combined riser / grabrail option available.

ECO-SAVE ANTILEGIONELLA 
MIXER SHOWER

•  Anti-legionella hose kit for low use areas. 

•  Specially designed hose, which has no dead leg loop.

•  Integrated dump valve dispels all water as the shower
.   is switched off.

•  Flexi coil shower hose is coloured black to ensure 
.   reduced levels of luminosity, helping to reduce the 
.   growth of bacteria. 

Description Contour 
Part Number

Minimum 
Pressure

Maximum 
Pressure

Output Temp 
Differential

Maximum 
Output

Price

Eco-save Mixer Shower 06MS01 0.2 Bar 12 Bar +/- 1˚C 8 l/pm @ 6 Bar £408.00

Eco-save Mixer Shower Exposed Kit 06MS01E 0.2 Bar 12 Bar +/- 1˚C 8 l/pm @ 6 Bar £451.00

Eco-save Mixer Shower & Pump 06MS03 0.2 Bar 12 Bar +/- 1˚C 8 l/pm @ 6 Bar £974.00

Eco-save Mixer Shower - Anti-legionella 06MS02 0.2 Bar 12 Bar +/- 1˚C 8 l/pm @ 6 Bar £621.00

Eco-save Mixer Shower - Anti-legionella & Pump 06MS04 0.2 Bar 12 Bar +/- 1˚C 8 l/pm @ 6 Bar £1033.00

Combined Riser / Grabrail 06MS01-GR - - - - £180.00

Combined riser / 
grabrail option.

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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PERFORMANCE, SAFETY 
& RELIABILITY. IT’S 
EASY TO INSTALL TOO!

•  Fully thermostatic - maintains temperature within +/- 1˚C. 

•  Unique microprocessor control technology.

•  Pre-programmed to provide automatically hot water at a   
.   constant and safe temperature.

•  Temperature ‘Lock Mode’, with three optional settings      
.   eliminating any increase by accident.* 

•  Audible feedback response to push-button commands.

•  Large one touch, easy to press Start/Stop button.

•  Clear print control identification for ease of visibility.

•  Large LED temperature read-out display.

•  Premier Standard: 0.5m riser rail & 1.25m hose
    Premier Plus & Remote: 1m riser rail & 2m hose. 

•  Eco Water Save feature automatically calculates 
.   and adjusts the optimum flow rate.*

•  Eco Water Save meets the ‘Sustainable Home’ water    
.   consumption requirements per person for showering.

•  Eco Power Save automatically adjusts the power of 
.   the shower to achieve the selected water temperature.*

•  Safety temperature lock with override function.

•  Phased shutdown. 

•  Automatic shutdown after 30 minutes of inactivity. 

•  8.5, 9.5 and 10.8kW models available. 

•  WP model links directly to a shower waste pump. 

•  User friendly wireless remote option available where 
.   assisted bathing is required. 

•  For more information, please ask for a copy of our 
.   Redring Selectronic range brochure or download it 
.   from our website.nc

Extended 5 YEAR GUARANTEE only 
available from Contour Shower. 

*Selected on installation.

Scan to view Redring 
details on your phone 
or tablet.
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ENDORSEMENTS:

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Description Redring Short 
Code

Contour Part 
Number

Max Heat 
Setting

kW Loading 
@ 230-240V

Cable size
(Recommended)

Fuse Rating
(Recommended)

Price

Selectronic Premier Standard 8.5 SELP85CS 06ES30-85 8.5kW 7.8-8.5 6-10mm² 35 amps £340.00

Selectronic Premier Standard 9.5 SELP95CS 06ES31-95 9.5kW 8.7-9.5 6-10mm² 40 amps £362.00

Selectronic Premier Plus 8.5 SELP85P5CS 06ES32-85 8.5kW 7.8-8.5 6-10mm² 35 amps £352.00

Selectronic Premier Plus 9.5 SELP95P5CS 06ES33-95 9.5kW 8.7-9.5 6-10mm² 40 amps £374.00

Selectronic Premier Plus 10.8 SELP108P5CS 06ES34-108 10.8kW 9.9-10.8 10-16mm² 45 amps £383.00

Selectronic Premier Remote 8.5 SELP85PR5CS 06ES35-85RC 8.5kW 7.8-8.5 6-10mm² 35 amps £373.00

Selectronic Premier Remote 9.5 SELP95PR5CS 06ES36-95RC 9.5kW 8.7-9.5 6-10mm² 40 amps £383.00

Selectronic Premier Remote 10.8 SELP108PR5CS 06ES37-108RC 10.8kW 9.9-10.8 10-16mm² 45 amps £394.00

Selectronic Premier Plus WP 8.5 SELP85WP5CS 06ES38-85WP 8.5kW 7.8-8.5 6-10mm² 35 amps £383.00

Selectronic Premier Plus WP 9.5 SELP95WP5CS 06ES39-95WP 9.5kW 8.7-9.5 6-10mm² 40 amps £397.00

Venturi Flowswitch 05WP10-53 £70.00

SELECTRONIC PREMIER 
STANDARD & PREMIER PLUS
•  Thermostatically operated.
•  Colour coded shower head
    and  clamp for visibility.
•  Premier Standard: 0.5m riser rail.
•  Premier Plus & Remote: 1m riser rail & 2m hose.
•  Requires Venturi Flowswitch for use with a P12 
    pump or standard Whale kit.

SELECTRONIC PREMIER 
PLUS REMOTE
•  With the addition of a remote
       wireless ON/OFF control.

SELECTRONIC PREMIER 
PLUS WP
•  With an interface for linking
      directly to a shower waste pump.
• Does not require a flowswitch.
   
   * PLEASE NOTE:
       Not compatible with the Whale Instant Match Kit.
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• Operating water pressure 0.7-10 bar (10-145 psi).   • Fully temperature stabilised. 
• Fixing pack supplied.     • Pipe entries - top, bottom & back (on right hand side).
• Cable entries - top, bottom & rear (up to 16mm²)   • Water connection - 15mm compression fitting, including nut and olive supplied.

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge.
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

CONTOUR
P U M PP12
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MIRA ADVANCE ATL 9.0kW OPTIONS

•  Supply - Mains pressure cold water.

•  Minimum maintained pressure 1.0 bar, Maximum maintained 
      pressure 10.0 bar. 

•  Maximum static pressure 10.0 bar.

•  Flex Extra model links directly with a Contour P12   shower waste
.   pump or    Whale Instant Match™, eliminating the   need for a 
    flowswitch. 

•  Flex Extra Wireless model requires no physical link between the 
    shower and Whale Instant Match pump. 

MIRA ADVANCE ATL FLEX LOW PRESSURE 9.0kW

•  With an integrated pump for low pressure areas.

•  Provides a strong and consistent flow at low 
    pressure (minimum 80mm head pressure).

•  Compatible with cold water systems only.

•  Minimum maintained pressure 0.008 bar (80mm), Maximum 
    maintained pressure 1.0 bar (10m head). 

•  Maximum static pressure 1.0 bar (10m head). 

Description Reference Price 
Advance ATL Flex 9.0kW 06ES01 £368.00
Advance ATL Flex Extra 9.0kW 06ES03 £408.00
Advance ATL Flex Extra Wireless 9.0kW 06ES05-90 £440.00

Description Reference Price 
Advance ATL Flex Low Pressure 9.0kW 06ES01-LP £454.00
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

MIRA ADVANCE ELECTRIC SHOWERS
•  Safe, precise & thermostatically contolled.

•  Separate flow & temperature control.

•  Large, contrasting, rotary lever & push buttons.

•  2m hose, 1m riser rail.

•  Large, back-lit on/off button, leaves temperature at preferred setting. 

•  Phased shutdown for safer showering.

•  Best in its class for reducing limescale build-up. 

•  Inlet connections - 15mm compression, Outlet connection
.   ½” BSP male. 

•  Supply rating - 40 amp.
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All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

TRITON SAFEGUARD   
ELECTRIC SHOWERS
The NEW Safeguard+ thermostatic electric shower with Safe-Set™ technology. 

•  Tamperproof internal settings of the maximum water 
    temperature and desired duration of the shower. 

•  Easy to install - removable top & bottom entry trims.

•  Commisions in 2 minutes.

•  Options available with wired remote Start / Stop & riser  
    rail that can double as a grabrail. 
    Grab riser rail support load: 150kg

MIRA SELECT FLEX MIXER SHOWER
•  Thermostatic control plus TMV2 & TMV3 approval   for safe showering.

•  Separate flow & temperature controls with   extended lever controls.

•  Maximum temperature stop.

•  Cool Touch technology reduces the surface temperature 
      when in use. 

•  2m hose and 1m easy glide riser rail.

•  Variable pipe inlet centres for easy installation, can be 
    corner mounted.

•  Inlet connections - 15mm compression, Outlet 
      connection - ½“ BSP flat face. 

•  Maximum static pressure 10.0 bar.

•  Maximum maintained pressure 5.0 bar.

•  Factory preset temperature at 41˚C.

•  Thermostatic shutdown within 2 seconds.

•  Minimum maintained pressure (gravity system) 0.1 bar.

PLEASE NOTE:
Plumbing system compatibility:
- Fully modulating combi boilers & instantaneous gas water heaters
- Gravity-fed hot & cold water supply
- Gravity-fed hot & cold pumped water supply
- Mains pressure hot & cold - unvented
- Mains pressure thermal store

Description Reference Price 
Select Flex 06MS10 £357.00
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Description Reference Price 
Safeguard+ 8.5 kW 06ES23 £317.00
Safeguard+ 9.5 kW 06ES24 £327.00
Safeguard+ 8.5 kW with Remote 06ES25 £363.00
Safeguard+ Grab 8.5 kW 06ES26 £357.00
Safeguard+ Grab 8.5kW with Remote 06ES27 £398.00
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Specification
Temperature stability Thermostatic +/-1°C

Power ratings 8.5kW & 9.5kW (@ 240V)

Adjustable Max temperature 41°C, 43°C or 47°C with 
Safe-Set™ full lever rotation

Timed auto shutdown 5, 10, 20, or 30 mins 
(20 mins default)

Start / Stop Electronic soft press button

Temperature control Large looped lever

Audible feedback Start / Stop & timer end 

Visual indicators Power on / timer / low flow 
illumination & numbered 
temperature dial

Connection 15mm swivel inlet (up/down)

Water pressure Min / Max Min 1bar (@ 8l/min)
Max 10bar (static)

Water supply Mains cold water only

Riser rail: 940mm
Hose length: 2000mm

+

Remote.

Grabrail riser.
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SIMPLY SILENT   CONTOUR XPELAIR EXTRACTOR FANS

The Simply Silent™ Contour range is the latest generation of domestic extractor fans. With revolutionary 
Ghost™ air movement technology that makes Simply Silent™ the quietest intermittent bathroom fan on 
the market that’s not only stylish, it’s simple to install and maintain. 

This new range comes with two choices in speed from 15 l/s to 21l/s which are selectable at install to 
provide the most effective control of humidity and odours in bathrooms, shower rooms, cloakrooms and 
toilets. Typically connected to the room lighting circuit, the fan over-run continues to work after the fan is 
switched off.  

•  Square baffle fascia 4”, 100mm extract fan with integral over-run timer  

•  The quietest intermittent bathroom fan on the market. Near silent running minimises noise disturbance.

•  Sleek and subtle design, protective fascia can be easily removed  for cleaning.

•  2 speeds 15 l/s and 21l/s - selectable at install.

•  Suitable for wall, ceiling, panel and window fitting.

•  Complies with building regulations Part F and L.

™

Specification
Electrical power rating (W) 6.7 / 7.7

Electrical power rating (W) 54 / 76

Extract performance (l/s) 15 / 21

Sound pressure level dBA@ 3m 16 / 29

Specific fan power (W/l/s) 0.45 / 0.37

Operation speeds 2

IPX Rating 4

Weight 0.65

Adjustable timer Yes

Description Reference Price
Square Fan with Timer 15SF-C4TS £42.00
Square Fan with Humidistat & Timer 15SF-C4HTS £71.00
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E  

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Sound pressure testing carried out at ISVR, 
University of Southampton - June 2014

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies.

NEW
PRODUCT
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CLOS-O-MAT PALMA VITA
The Clos-o-Mat Palma Vita automatic WC shower toilet provides flushing, washing and warm air drying 
from one simple operation. It is user friendly for people who have restricted use of their hands.
By reducing hand contact, it also provides improved hygiene for all users. 

•  Simultaneous flushing and washing, a unique feature.

•  Improved personal hygiene – cleaning with water not paper.

•  Can be used at all times as a conventional WC.

•  Combines functions of a WC and bidet with the addition of drying air.

•  User-friendly system guarantees the most hygienic toilet performance.

•  Clos-o-Mat’s unique one touch system allows the user to benefit from the toilets automatic 
    functions by just pressing and releasing the elbow pad. 

•  Simple ‘hands free’ action automatic flushing, warm water washing and warm air drying.

•  UK made in a dedicated factory.

•  Customised to suit individual needs. 

•  Installation and service support available.

Please call for more details & to arrange a demonstration.

Description Reference Price
Palma Vita Standard Spray Douche Arm 04C01 £2580.00
Palma Vita Extended Spray Douche Arm 04C02 £2580.00
Palma Vita Extended Twin Spray Douche Arm 04C03 £2580.00

Flushing
Press either elbow pad whilst standing
for conventional flush.

Washing
Press elbow pad whilst seated and hold
down for approximately 10-15 seconds,
flushing and warm water washing will
then take place.

Drying
Warm air drying automatically follows
when elbow pad is released.

how it works

6

The Clos-o-Mat Palma Vita automatic
WC sets the standard for shower
toilets, providing simultaneous flushing
and washing with the addition of
warm air drying.

The Palma Vita is user friendly for individuals
with a physical or learning disability, and can
be used by able and disabled people alike.
Its in-built douching and drying is operated
on demand by pressing and releasing 
the elbow pad, improving cleanliness 
and hygiene for all users, cleaning with
water, not paper, which can reduce the 
risk of infection.

The Palma Vita has an unrivalled, brand-
leading, half century record of delivering a
total hygiene solution for in and out of the
home.

palma vita shower toilet

Please note that a wall-hung version is available in the Lima Vita.
Please contact our office for further details: 0800 374 076

Flushing
Press either elbow
pad whilst standing 
for conventional 
flushing.

Washing
Press elbow pad 
whilst seated and 
hold for approx 
10-15 seconds, 
flushing and warm 
air washing will then 
take place.

Drying
Warm air drying 
automatically 
follows when elbow 
pad is released.

A range of accessories are available for the Palma Vita 
automatic WC including soft seats & integrated fold down 
support arms. More information available on request.

190kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(30 STONES)

Complies with current electrical regulations. 
Medical Device Class 1 certified 2007/47/EC.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Big John seat available to increase 
maximum load to 362kg/57st, please ask.
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CONTOUR SHOWER SEATS
•  Clip on, easy to clean, plastic moulded seats, with drainage holes. 

•  Leg adjustment from approximately 440mm - 560mm, Horse shoe seat 435mm - 510mm.

•  Short leg option available to lower the seat height from 540mm down to 390mm (not Horse shoe seat). 

•  Option with backrest has independent flip up armrests. 

•  Horse shoe seat assists with personal bathing.

•  Fold up against the wall when not in use.

Reference Price 
07SS50 £107.00
07SS50-Short £107.00

STANDARD SHOWER SEAT

Reference Price 
07SS51 £232.00
07SS51-Short £232.00

Reference Price 
07SS54 £114.00

Leg adjustment by 
approximately 75mm 

DELUXE SHOWER SEAT

HORSE SHOE SHOWER SEAT

285kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(45 STONES)

 G
U

A R A N T E
E

LIFE
TIME

127kg M
A

X

USER WEIGHT.
(20 STONES)

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

W
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UP TO 45 STONES

W
ITHSTANDS   

UP TO 45 STONES

285kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(45 STONES)
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All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

CONTOUR PADDED SHOWER SEATS
•  Clip on, easy to clean, moulded, padded seats for extra comfort. 

•  Leg adjustment from approximately 460mm - 580mm. Horse shoe seat 470mm - 520mm.

•  Short leg option available to lower the seat height from 560mm down to 410mm (not Horse shoe seat). 

•  Options with backrest has independent flip up armrests. 

•  Horse shoe seat assists with personal bathing.

•  Fold up against the wall when not in use.

Reference Price 
07SS52 £131.00
07SS52-Short £131.00

Reference Price 
07SS53 £269.00
07SS53-Short £269.00

Reference Price 
07SS55 £293.00

Leg adjustment by 
approximately 50mm 

STANDARD PADDED SHOWER SEAT

DELUXE PADDED SHOWER SEAT

PADDED HORSE SHOE SHOWER SEAT

160kg M
A

X

USER WEIGHT.
(25 STONES)

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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UP TO 45 STONES

W
ITHSTANDS   

UP TO 45 STONES

285kg M
A

X
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(45 STONES)
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285kg M
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X
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(45 STONES)
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CONTOUR DUO 2 in 1 SHOWER SEAT
•  Unique 2 in 1 wall fixed seat with removable seat section and independent, padded, fold up arm rests.
•  Large removable padded seat and back. Leg adjustment by approximately 130mm.
•  Easy to clean and folds up when not in use.
•  Robust aluminium and polyurethane construction.

Reference Price 
07SS60 £257.00

245mm 

420mm 

350mm 

 
 

150mm 

Pad Width 
600mm 

570mm 

 

750mm 

530mm

Min 440mm 
Max 620mm

Reference Price 
07SS61 £312.00

BARIATRIC EXTRA WIDE SHOWER SEATS
•  Providing the best possible comfort for the larger users.
•  Leg adjustment from between 440mm - 620mm, see diagrams.
•  Hygienic padded seat has a raised profile for added comfort.
•  Stainless steel construction.
•  Easy to clean and folds up when not in use.
•  Seats tested to withstand up to 50 stones. 
•  1 year guarantee. 

IMPROVED DESIGN - SEAT WITH BACK & ARM RESTS

•  Option with backrest has independent flip up arm rests and is  
    suitable for a shower tray/area 850mm wide or over. 
•  Seat tested to withstand up to 50 stones, armrests 40 stones.
•  Concealed fixing points.
•  Improved seating position for additional comfort.

190kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(30 STONES)

Reference Price 
07SS30 £274.00

317kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(50 STONES)

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

•

    D
E S I G N

IMPROVED
254kg M

A
X

LOAD CAPACITY
(40 STONES)

SEAT LOAD
CAPACITY

ARM LOAD
CAPACITY

317kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(50 STONES)

W
ITHSTANDS   

UP TO 50 STONES

W
ITHSTANDS   

UP TO 50 STONES
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All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

SHOWER SEAT WITH SINGLE LEG
• Designed in a size and shape that provides maximum comfort.

• Easy to grasp edge to assist with transfer.

• The seat can be folded up against the wall when not in use.

• The seats material, polyurethane, is hard wearing and insulating, 
   and does not feel cold or hard to the touch. 

• Can be mounted for sitting heights between 420mm to 540mm.

• Feet can be adjusted individually by 100mm.

155
125

450

469

146

20
7

552

50

29,5

61
2

154

20
7

552 50

155
125

469

61
2

125

Reference Price 
07SS40 £270.00

The seat has an easy to grab edge to assist with 
transfers and individual adjustable feet.

200kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(30 STONES)

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

420 to 
540mm
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FLUTED GRABRAILS
•  Offers the user a reassuring grip in and around the shower area.

•  90° options combine the convenience of a horizontal and vertical grabrail.

•  135° angled grabrail allows people with a weaker grip to use their forearm for extra leverage.

•  Variety of styles and sizes available to suit any shower area.

•  Made from strong 36mm diameter PVC tubing. Multiple concealed wall fixings, for secure installation.

STRAIGHT FLUTED GRABRAIL

600x400MM 90° ANGLED FLUTED GRABRAIL

••
A

B

90° ANGLED FLUTED GRABRAIL

White Blue Price 
03FA90W 03FA90B £40.00   

Length A B White Blue Price 
300mm 385mm 300mm 03F300W 03F300B £14.00
450mm 535mm 450mm 03F450W 03F450B £16.00
600mm 685mm 600mm 03F600W 03F600B £19.00

White Blue Price 
03FA135W 03FA135B £40.00

135° ANGLED FLUTED GRABRAIL

Hand White Blue Price 
Left hand 03FA6040LHW 03FA6040LHB £49.00
Right hand 03FA6040RHW 03FA6040RHB £49.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Right hand illustrated

Available in white or blue to 
assist the visually impaired. 
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UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 
postage & packaging charge. (Outside UK additional charge applies).
For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

FLOOR TO CEILING GRABRAILS
•  Can be located close to WC or shower area to assist user.

•  Sturdy 32mm diameter grabrail, ribbed for a secure grip.

•  Optional horizontal support for extra stability.

•  Available in white, yellow and blue to assist the visually impaired.

OFFSET GRABRAIL

White Price 
03FE450OSW £18.00

Description Reference Price 
Floor to Ceiling Grabrail 03F2C £59.00
Floor to Ceiling Grabrail with Horizontal Support 03F2CH £80.00

FLAT ENDED GRABRAILS
•  Offset or straight, flat ended grabrails suitable for internal or external use by stairs, steps or doorways.

•  25mm diameter, mild steel construction, polyester epoxy coated.

•  2 exposed fixing points at each end.

•  Offset grabrail: 67mm clearance, Straight grabrails: 53mm clearance

•  Available in white or brown. Brown are predominantly used outdoors to match brickwork. 

NEWEL RAIL
•  Mounted to the newel post, additional support
    rail for users who require further stability at 
    the foot of the stairs.

•  Made from 25mm diameter steel tubing, 
.   epoxy coated white.

•  Left or right hand available.

Description Reference Price 
Left Handed Newel Rail 03NRLH £29.00
Right Handed Newel Rail 03NRRH £29.00

Description White Brown Price 
450mm Straight 03FE450STW 03FE450STBR £16.00
600mm Straight - 03FE600STBR £18.00

Length A
450mm 455mm
600mm 610mm

Left hand illustrated

STRAIGHT GRABRAIL

Brown rail detail

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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HINGED ARM SUPPORTS
•  Mount by the side of a WC, shower or wash basin to provide a safe way of sitting down and standing.

•  Arm locks automatically in the upright position.

•  Made from 35mm diameter, polyester coated mild steel tubing.

•  Integrated toilet roll holder option available.

•  Hinged Arm Support with Leg & Toliet Roll Holder: Leg is adjustable                                                                      
    by up to 70mm. Screw leg adjustment of up to 40mm. 

Description White Blue Price 
Hinged Arm with Leg & 
Toilet Roll Holder

03HALW-001TR 03HALB-001TR £79.00

HINGED ARM SUPPORT

HINGED ARM SUPPORT WITH LEG & TOILET ROLL HOLDER

170kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(26 STONES)

170kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(26 STONES)

105mm

150mm225mm

50mm

800mm

25
0m

m

22

DOUBLE ARM HINGED SUPPORT RAIL
ALUMINIUM BACKPLATE

Mild Steel

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

250m
m

100mm

500mm
760mm
890mm

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

500mm 760mm 890mm

White 35020 35000 35036

with Toilet 35220 35200 35090
Roll Holder

RAL 5011 35025 35037
Blue

with Toilet 35225 35091
Roll Holder

RAL Colour 35030 35035

with Toilet 35230 35089
Roll Holder

Stainless Steel

RAL 5011 Polyester
Double Arm Hinged Support Rail

White Polyester
Double Arm Hinged Support Rail
with Toilet Roll Holder

500mm 760mm 890mm

White 33850 33800 33860

with Toilet 34750 34700 33864
Roll Holder

RAL 5011 33801 33861
Blue

with Toilet 34760 33865
Roll Holder

RAL Colour 33804 33862

with Toilet 34765 33863
Roll Holder

DOUBLE ARM HINGED SUPPORT RAIL

FREE STANDING
SUPPORT
MILD STEEL / STAINLESS STEEL

Polyester Finish

Mild Stainless

White 34830 35280

RAL 5011 34831 35281
Blue

RAL Colour 34832 35282

Mild Stainless

Mirror 35283
Polished

Sateen 35284
Polished

Polished Finish

Free Standing Support
The backplate is set for a support rail
height of 750mm. The base plate is
drilled with 10mm counter-sunk
holes. Fixings not supplied.

Load Testing
Rails have been tested to a drop
weight 170kg in a vertical and
45º position. (This is not subject
to fixings) 

RAL Colours
The RAL number is required
when ordering coloured rails.
Small quantities will be subject to
a surcharge.

Fixings 
Bolt holes are drilled to fit M8
bolts. Fixings not supplied.

Ribbed Rails
Available in white and clear
finish. Please specify your
requirement when ordering.

In vertical and
45˚ position.

In vertical and
45˚ position.

Description White Blue Price 
Hinged Arm 03HAW-001 03HAB-001 £69.00
Hinged Arm with Toilet 
Roll Holder 03HAW-001TR 03HAB-001TR £69.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Description Price 
Hinged Arm with Leg 03HALW-002 £79.00

Available in white or blue to 
assist the visually impaired. 

Screw leg adjustment 
up to 30mm

Adjustable height 
between: 695mm          

up to 870mm
(25mm incriments)

HINGED ARM SUPPORT WITH LEG 

•  32mm diameter white powder coated tubing.

•  760mm projection from wall.

•  Height adjustable leg for additional support.

•  Support leg adjusts to give a finished rail 
    height of 695-870mm. 

•  Threaded rubber foot for fine 
    height adjustment. 

•  Available in white only.

UPON
REQUEST

UPON
REQUEST

760mm 890mm

Mirror 35056
Polished

with Toilet 35235
Roll Holder

23

DOUBLE ARM HINGED SUPPORT RAIL WITH DROP DOWN LEG
ALUMINIUM BACKPLATE

Mild Steel Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Silver Backplate

760mm 890mm

White 33920 33970

with Toilet 34810 34827
Roll Holder

RAL 5011 33945 33971
Blue

with Toilet 34822 34828
Roll Holder

RAL Colour 33950 33972

with Toilet 34808 34826
Roll Holder

760mm 890mm

White 35040 35085

with Toilet 35240 35276
Roll Holder

RAL 5011 35070 35086
Blue

with Toilet 35265 35277
Roll Holder

RAL Colour 35075 35087

with Toilet 35270 35278
Roll Holder

250m
m

100mm

760mm
890mm

Adjustable
height: 680mm,
700mm & 750mm
(To top of rail)

Screw leg adjustment
of up to 40mm.

White Polyester
Double Arm Hinged Support Rail
with Drop Down Leg and Toilet Roll Holder

Mirror Polished
Stainless Steel with Silver Backplate
Double Arm Hinged Support Rail
with Drop Down Leg

DOUBLE ARM HINGED SUPPORT RAIL WITH DROP DOWN LEG

Drop Down Legs
The standard adjustable height
of the drop down leg for hinged
support rails are: 680mm
(shower seat situation), 700mm
and 750mm (toilet situation).

Alternative heights can be
manufactured upon request,
please ask for details. Rails have
a screw leg adjustment of up
to 40mm.
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UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 
postage & packaging charge. (Outside UK additional charge applies).
For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

ERGONOMIC HINGED ARM SUPPORTS
•  Mount by the side of a WC or wash basin to provide a safe way of sitting down and standing.

•  Easy to raise and lower and will stay in the position you leave it in.

•  Made from aluminium with stainless steel fittings.

•  Oval shape provides a comfortable grip.

•  Leg option provides additional support and is adjustable by 120mm.

•  Wave Support Arms virtually eliminate the need for height adjustment with built-in height differential of       
.   90mm.

•  900mm long. Longer than standard arms allows support when standing straight, clear of the toilet.

STRAIGHT HINGED ARM SUPPORT

WAVE HINGED ARM SUPPORT
66
3

450

82 300

511

162

82

300

900

62

33

130

663

450

511

252

62

12,333900

130

82

300

Description Reference Price 
Straight WC Support Arm 03HAW-R80S £111.00
Straight WC Support Arm with Leg 03HAW-R135S £131.00

66
3

450

82 300

511

162

82

300

900

62

33

130

663

450

511

252

62

12,333900

130

82

300

180kg M
A

X
LOAD CAPACITY

(12 STONES)

180kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(12 STONES)

Standing/sitting attachment provides a good grip 
for transferring.

The toilet roll holder can be clicked into position  
and rotated 90° to suit the user.

STANDING/SITTING ATTACHMENT TOILET ROLL HOLDER

Reference Price 
15TRW-R £22.00

Reference Price 
15GU40 £22.00

Description Reference Price 
Wave WC Support Arm 03HAW-R80W £124.00
Wave WC Support Arm with Leg 03HAW-R135W £145.00
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email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

135kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(21 STONES)

135kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(21 STONES)

740 to 
860mm

710 to 
830mm
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465mm WIDE WASHBASIN
•  2 tap hole, overflow basin complete with fixing bolts.

•  375mm projection.

•  With shroud to cover waste

•  Includes chrome slotted waste, plug & chain. 

•  Supplied with a pair ¼ turn lever action taps.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

Description Reference Price 
465mm Washbasin 04PACK-C001 £79.75

código: 131300

série: Easy

revisão: 01

descrição: lavatório 46

Os produtos apresentados seguem especificações técnicas internas da SANINDUSA.
As medidas apresentadas estão sujeitas às tolerâncias e variações naturais da cerâmica pelo que serão sempre orientativas.
Reservamos o direito de fazer alterações técnicas que permitam melhorar a funcionalidade dos nossos produtos, sem aviso prévio.

The presented products follow technical specifications from SANINDUSA.
The dimensions of the pieces are subject to natural ceramic tolerances and variations and will be always orientative.
We reserve the right to introduce technical improvements in our products without previous advice. 
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550mm WIDE WASHBASINS
•  2 tap hole, overflow basin complete with fixing bolts.

•  410mm projection.

•  Available with full or semi pedestal.

•  Includes chrome slotted waste, plug & chain. 

•  Supplied with a pair ¼ turn lever action taps.

Description Reference Price 
550mm Washbasin - Full Pedestal 04PACK-C002 £154.63
550mm Washbasin - Semi Pedestal 04PACK-C003 £164.25

código: 131308

série: Easy

revisão: 00

descrição: lavatório 46 com 2 furos

Os produtos apresentados seguem especificações técnicas internas da SANINDUSA.
As medidas apresentadas estão sujeitas às tolerâncias e variações naturais da cerâmica pelo que serão sempre orientativas.
Reservamos o direito de fazer alterações técnicas que permitam melhorar a funcionalidade dos nossos produtos, sem aviso prévio.

The presented products follow technical specifications from SANINDUSA.
The dimensions of the pieces are subject to natural ceramic tolerances and variations and will be always orientative.
We reserve the right to introduce technical improvements in our products without previous advice. 
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STANDARD CLOSE COUPLED WC
•  Pan seat height 400mm.

•  Large footprint with 4 point fixing.

•  705mm projection.

•  Single flush cistern with water saving delayed 
    fill inlet valve, not handed.  

•  Manufactured from white, vitreous china. 

•  Conforms to BS EN997

•  Spatula lever or push button flush option. 

•  Supplied with white toilet seat 
    and lid with standard hinges. 

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Description Reference Price 
Standard Height WC - Spatula Lever 04PACK-C004 £167.76
Standard Height WC - Push Button Flush 04PACK-C005 £191.13

RAISED HEIGHT CLOSE COUPLED WC
•  Raised height at 455mm.

•  Large footprint with 4 point fixing.

•  750mm projection.

•  Single flush cistern with water saving delayed 
    fill inlet valve, not handed.  

•  Manufactured from white, vitreous  
    china. 

•  Conforms to BS EN997

•  Spatula lever or push button flush option. 

•  Supplied with white toilet seat and lid 
    with lugs for side transfer. 

Description Reference Price 
Raised Height WC - Spatula Lever 04PACK-C006 £231.01
Raised Height WC - Push Button Flush 04PACK-C007 £254.38

código: 182022/182111

série: Barwood

revisão: 00

descrição: sanita compacta 

Os produtos apresentados seguem especificações técnicas internas da SANINDUSA.
As medidas apresentadas estão sujeitas às tolerâncias e variações naturais da cerâmica pelo que serão sempre orientativas.
Reservamos o direito de fazer alterações técnicas que permitam melhorar a funcionalidade dos nossos produtos, sem aviso prévio.

The presented products follow technical specifications from SANINDUSA.
The dimensions of the pieces are subject to natural ceramic tolerances and variations and will be always orientative.
We reserve the right to introduce technical improvements in our products without previous advice. 
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Progressive weight
(Not dropping weight) 

450kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(71 STONES)

Progressive weight
(Not dropping weight)

450kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(71 STONES)

código: 103022

série: Aveiro

revisão: 03

descrição: Sanita Compacta dp

Os produtos apresentados seguem especificações técnicas internas da SANINDUSA.
As dimensões são meramente indicativas.
Reservamos o direito de fazer alterações técnicas que permitam melhorar a funcionalidade dos nossos produtos, sem aviso prévio.

The presented products follow technical specifications from SANINDUSA.
The dimensions of the pieces are merely a reference.
We reserve the right to introduce technical improvements in our products without previous advice. 
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código: 103022

série: Aveiro

revisão: 03

descrição: Sanita Compacta dp

Os produtos apresentados seguem especificações técnicas internas da SANINDUSA.
As dimensões são meramente indicativas.
Reservamos o direito de fazer alterações técnicas que permitam melhorar a funcionalidade dos nossos produtos, sem aviso prévio.

The presented products follow technical specifications from SANINDUSA.
The dimensions of the pieces are merely a reference.
We reserve the right to introduce technical improvements in our products without previous advice. 
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Wave Spatula 
Lever

LOW LEVEL VERSION
Ideal for ground floor use and represents the best value for money. The overall height of the pan with the seat is 
480mm which is the correct height for transfer from wheelchair to the WC. The WC seat has lateral movement 
buffers for safe and steady transfer from wheelchair to WC and also incorporates an antibacterial agent for improved 
hygiene. The Low Level pack is complete with backrest and rails for comfortable use. 

Available in White, Blue or Grey and with a spatula lever or push button flush. 

Contour Showers Doc M Packs are approved by LABC (formerly LANTAC) to meet Local Authority requirements.
The Low Level pack is delivered in one box with the LABC 
certificate and layout drawing.

Low Level pack consists of:
1 x Low Level WC Pan & Cistern
4 x 600mm Grabrails 
1 x 890mm Hinged Arm Support (Friction stay)

1 x Backrest & Rail
1 x 450mm Basin with Brackets
1 x Sequential Mixer Tap
1 x Trap
1 x Waste
1 x Toilet Seat

Toilet Seat with 
Stability Buffers

Description Reference Price 
White Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-LLW £360.00
Blue Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-LLB £360.00
Grey Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-LLG £360.00
White Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-LL01W £360.00
Blue Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-LL01B £360.00
Grey Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-LL01G £360.00

registered

LABC

Push Button 
Flush

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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CLOSE COUPLED VERSION
The Close Coupled Doc M pack is a stylish option and provides all the features required in the Document M. 
The basin has 2 tap holes to allow the mixer tap to be positioned closest to the user to eliminate stretching. 
The sequential basin mixer can be set to control the temperature and can be used with an in-line thermostatic 
temperature control valve. 

Available in White, Blue or Grey and with a spatula lever or push button flush. 

Contour Showers Doc M Packs are approved by LABC (formerly LANTAC) to meet Local Authority requirements.
The Close Coupled pack is delivered in one box with the LABC 
certificate and layout drawing.

Close Coupled pack consists of:
1 x Close Coupled WC Pan & Cistern
4 x 600mm Grabrails 
1 x 890mm Hinged Arm Support (Friction stay)
1 x 450mm Basin with Brackets
1 x Sequential Mixer Tap
1 x Trap
1 x Waste
1 x Toilet Seat

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

registered

LABC

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Wave Spatula 
Lever

Push Button 
Flush

Description Reference Price 
White Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-CCW £354.00
Blue Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-CCB £354.00
Grey Option with Spatula Lever 10DM-CCG £354.00
White Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-CC01W £354.00
Blue Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-CC01B £354.00
Grey Option with Push Button Flush 10DM-CC01G £354.00

Toilet Seat with 
Stability Buffers
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To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

90   |   CHANGING BENCH    
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
CHANGING BENCH
When a person needs to be bathed lying down, it is important that the bed can be lowered for the person to 
be transferred, for example to a wheelchair, as well as raised to a suitable height for the carers. 

• Electrical height adjustment from 300mm - 1000mm.

• Slats can be easily removed for cleaning and have a hard and soft side which can be used as needed.

• Water tray catches most of the shower water so carers stay drier.

• Can be folded up against the wall when not in use.

• 3 size options available, 1460mm, 1780mm & 2100mm. (Available lying area is 180mm shorter than bench).

• Safety end guards and side rails can be provided. The see-through guard can be folded 
   underneath the bed when not needed and for transfers.

150kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(23 STONES)

Side rail.

End guard.

Description Reference Price 
Changing Bench 1460mm 04SB-R25023 £2660.00
Side Rail 1460mm 04SB-R25034 £375.00
Changing Bench 1780mm 04SB-R25026 £2811.00
Side Rail 1780mm 04SB-R25036 £375.00
Changing Bench 2100mm 04SB-R25029 £2984.00
Side Rail 2100mm 04SB-R25035 £375.00
End Guard 04SB-R25038 £93.00
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1460mm, 1780mm 
or 2100mm

1460mm, 1780mm 
or 2100mm
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SWING WASH BASIN
A wash basin that moves to suit the user and carers needs. Improves hygiene and dignity by moving the basin 
to within reach of a person in a wheelchair or on a toilet. Carers can move the basin away to create space for 
safer transfer methods. A swing washbasin is also ideal for smaller rooms where access is limited.

•  Shape and size of the washbasin ensures users can use the basin from the front or sides.

•  White gloss basin is warm to the touch and impact resistant.

•  Raised rim makes the basin easy to manoeuvre from any angle.

•  Discrete, flexible plumbing is integrated within the arm. Long cover option conceals plumbing.

•  Wash basin mixer tap requires 1.5 bar pressure.

•  Wash basin arm and basin both swing by 180˚. 

•  Height adjustable options require Flexaxle, supplied separately. Adjustable by 150mm.

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

600mm

Swing trajectory.
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Short cover option.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

When leaning 
against the basin.

100kg M
A

X

LOAD CAPACITY
(15 STONES)
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Description Reference Price 
Swing Wash Basin, Short Cover 04WB-R41110 £1516.00
Swing Wash Basin, Long Cover 04WB-R41120 £1516.00
Adjustable Swing Wash Basin, Short Cover 04WB-R41130 £1910.00
Adjustable Swing Wash Basin, Long Cover 04WB-R41140 £1910.00
Flexaxle 04WB-RH01 £56.00
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Long cover option illustrated. 
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GRAVITY WASTE FOR SHOWER TRAYS
•  A selection of gravity shower tray wastes with a 50mm water seal trap.

•  For use with level access or low level shower trays.

•  Removable dip tube or inner cup for easier cleaning.

•  1½” multi-fit outlet, can be swivelled to any desired angle.

•  Chrome top flange.

Description Reference Price 
STW8B-95 08WT08 £16.00

STW8B-95 GRAVITY WASTE

•  85mm chrome plated flange and
    grid fitting. 

•  Flow rate approximately 26 litres
    per minute in 15mm head of water.

Description Reference Price 
ST90CPB-P-70 08GU23 £25.00

ST90CPB-P-70 GRAVITY WASTE

•  110mm chrome plated flange and
.   petal grid fitting. 

•  Flow rate approximately 35 litres 
.   per minute.

•  For use with our Prinia & Eagle TWO
    trays or trays with a 90mm diameter 
    waste.

95mm 
IN DEPTH

70mm 
IN DEPTH

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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SHOWER WASTES   |   93 

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

GRAVITY TRAPS & GULLYS FOR FLOOR FORMERS
•  A selection of traps and gravity gullys for use with wetroom floor formers and flexible sheet flooring. 

•  Stainless steel options available for a modern appearance or if laying a tiled floor.

•  Push on cover plate.

•  Top access, easy to clean.

•  Manufactured in white ABS, will withstand wheelchair loadings.

Description Reference Price 
CTW01 Shower Trap 08CTW01 £57.00

CTW01 SHOWER TRAP

•  2 part, 50mm water seal trapped
    waste for use with a floor former.

•  Bolts together for easy installation. 

•  Removable inner cup for cleaning. 

•  Flow rate in excess of 26 litres
    per minute.

•  1½” outlet. 

•  Tested in accordance with EN274-2:2002

VSG1 NON-RETURN VALVE GULLY

•  For floor former installations where depth is restricted.

•  Valve is a substitute for a regulatory 
    water seal trap.

•  The weight of the water discharge 
.   will open and close the valve.

•  Minimum flow rate of 30 litres per 
.   minute in 15mm head of water.

•  Supplied with FLEXCON6 1½”
.   flexible compression connector.

It is advisable to seek guidance from local building control 
prior to use as there are currently no regulations to cover 
the use of anything other than a water seal trap.

! 
NOTE

Description Reference Price 
VSG1 08GV01NSC £60.00

100mm 
IN DEPTH

75mm 
IN DEPTH

Description Reference Price 
TSG52 Standard Gully 08GT52NSC £71.00
TSG52 Square Tile Gully 08GT52-S £84.00
TSG52 Round Vinyl Gully 08GT52-R £84.00

TSG52 GULLYS 

•  2 part, 50mm water seal trapped gully.

•  Flow rate in excess of 40 litres per minute. 

•  Option for use with flexible sheet flooring.

•  150mm stainless steel square option for 
    use with floor tiles, (8mm depth). 

•  Round stainless steel option for use 
    with vinyl flooring.

TSG52
Square Tile Gully

TSG52
Round Vinyl Gully

100mm 
IN DEPTH

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

TSG52 
Standard Vinyl Gully 
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94   |   SHOWER WASTES   

PUMPED WASTE FOR SHOWER TRAYS
•  A selection of shower tray wastes to be used in conjunction with a shower waste pump.

•  For level access or low level shower trays.

•  Top access, easy to clean. No centre screw for easy access.

•  22mm outlet.

•  Chrome top flange.

Description Reference Price 
UPSW-3-22 08WU01 £16.00

UPSW-3-22 WASTE

•  Use with level access or low level
    shower trays, limited floor excavation 
    may be required.

•  85mm chrome plated flange and
    grid fitting.

UPSW-4 WASTE

•  Use with our Eagle TWO or Prinia 
    shower trays or trays with a 90mm
    diameter waste.

•  110mm chrome plated flange and
    petal grid fitting.

Description Reference Price 
UPSW-4 08WU04 £26.00

30mm 
IN DEPTH

32mm 
IN DEPTH

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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SHOWER WASTES   |   95 

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

PUMPED GULLYS FOR FLOOR FORMERS & WETROOMS
•  A selection of pumped traps and gullys to be used in conjunction with a shower waste pump.

•  Use with flexible sheet flooring with a floor former or a screeded wetroom.

•  Stainless steel options available for a modern appearance or if laying a tiled floor.

•  Push on cover plate, with 22mm outlet.

•  Top access, easy to clean.

•  Manufactured in white ABS, will withstand wheelchair loadings.

CUW01 PUMPED TRAP

•  Use with a floor former and flexible 
    sheet flooring. 

•  Increased outlet length for easier
    installation.

Description Reference Price 
CUW01 Pumped Trap 08CUW01 £46.00

CUW02 SCREED TRAP

•  For use when laying a traditional
    screeded wet floor area. 

•  Provides a permanent, 
    non-removable joint between gully
    and pipework.

•  Increased outlet length for easier
    installation.

Description Reference Price 
CUW02 Screed Trap 08CUW02 £72.00

45mm 
IN DEPTH

45mm 
IN DEPTH

USG1-WH GULLYS

•  Option for use with flexible sheet flooring.

•  150mm stainless steel square option for 
    use with floor tiles, (8mm depth). 

•  Round stainless steel option for use 
    with vinyl flooring.

Description Reference Price 
USG1-WH Standard Gully 08GU01 £62.00
USG1-WH Round Vinyl Gully 08GU21 £75.00
USG1-WH Square Tile Gully 08GU22 £75.00

USG1-WH
Square Tile Gully 

USG1-WH
Round Vinyl Gully

45mm 
IN DEPTH

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

USG1-WH
Standard Vinyl Gully 
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SATIN STRIPED CURTAINS
•  White satin striped, weighted 4oz, polyester shower curtain. 

•  1400mm drop curtain can be used where a shower seat is .   
.   sited, this will finish high enough to avoid the seats brackets.

•  Weighted bottom seam stops a curtain from riding up whilst .   
.   the shower is in use. Pattern sample illustrated, above right.

PLAIN CONTRACT CURTAINS
•  Plain white, weighted, 4oz polyester curtain. 

•  Rust proof eyelets and stain resistant.

•  Pattern sample illustrated, above right.

CAPTIVE CURTAIN SYSTEM
•  Eliminates preventable water leaks via the shower curtain. 

•  By adding a seam to one edge of our curtain range they can 
    be locked in position keeping over sprayed water in the 
    showering area. 

•  Advantageous in high use situations or if a window or vent 
    encroaches into the shower area. 

•  Easily removed for washing. Slide the curtain out of the 
.   captive section and remove the rubber seam insert, see below.

•  Use with any size satin striped or plain contract curtain.

Captive curtain section

Rubber seam insert

Shower curtain

Satin stripe 

Plain white

SATIN STRIPED 
CURTAINS

PLAIN CONTRACT 
CURTAINS

Width Drop Reference Price Reference Price 
1000mm 1000mm 01SS-1010 £26.00 01SW-1010 £21.00
1800mm 1400mm 01SS-1814 £31.00 01SW-1814 £25.00
1800mm 1800mm 01SS-1818 £33.00 01SW-1818 £27.00
1800mm 2000mm 01SS-1820 £35.00 01SW-1820 £29.00
2000mm 2200mm 01SS-2022 £41.00 01SW-2022 £35.00
2130mm 2130mm 01SS-2121 £41.00 01SW-2121 £35.00
2500mm 1800mm 01SS-2518 £49.00 01SW-2518 £43.00
2500mm 2000mm 01SS-2520 £51.00 01SW-2520 £43.00

Captive Curtain System, supplied with tray & doors  01CC01 £18.00
Captive Curtain System, supplied separately  01CC02 £26.00

PLEASE NOTE: Curtain sizes are approximate as there may be some slight size variation during 
the manufacture process.

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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Size Reference Price 
1000mm 02S1000 £21.00
1500mm 02S1500 £24.00
2000mm 02S2000 £27.00
2500mm 02S2500 £29.00

Size Reference Price 
A B

900mm 900mm 02L9 £40.00
1000mm 1000mm 02L10 £43.00
1200mm 1200mm 02L12 £45.00

‘L’ SHAPED SQUARE RAIL For corner shower areas.

Size Reference Price 
A B

750mm 1000mm 02L75X10 £40.00
750mm 1200mm 02L75X12 £40.00
750mm 1500mm 02L75X15 £42.00
750mm 1800mm 02L75X18 £43.00
900mm 1000mm 02L90X10 £39.00
900mm 1200mm 02L90X12 £40.00
900mm 1500mm 02L90X15 £45.00
900mm 1800mm 02L90X18 £46.00

‘L’ SHAPED RECTANGULAR RAIL For corner or larger shower areas.

STRAIGHT RAIL For shower areas between three walls.

Size Reference Price 
A + B + C = 3 metres 02U3000 £47.00
A + B + C = 4 metres 02U4000 £52.00

‘U’ SHAPED RAIL If there is an obstruction in the shower area, for example a window.

Reference Price 
02FLEX2500 £33.00

FLEXITRACK Easily bends to any shape.

•  Can be trimmed to size and easily bent to create any shape.
•  No special tools required.
•  2500mm in length, includes hooks, gliders, ceiling drop rod support and
.   wall brackets.

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 postage & packaging charge. 
(Outside UK additional charge applies). For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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RAMP R01
•  40mm high.

•  Compatible with the following 
    shower trays: 

RAMP R02
•  40mm high.

•  Compatible with the following 
    shower trays: 

RAMP R03
•  60mm high.

•  Compatible with the following 
    shower trays: 

Falcon, see page 32
Gannet, see page 40

Description Reference Price 
Ramp R01 26R01 £158.00

• ••

•

• ••

•

• ••

•

800mm

160mm

800mm

250mm

1850mm

160mm

40mm 
IN HEIGHT

40mm 
IN HEIGHT

Falcon, see page 32
Gannet, see page 40

Description Reference Price 
Ramp R02 26R02 £167.00

60mm 
IN HEIGHT

Dove, see page 48
Nightingale, see page 48

Description Reference Price 
Ramp R03 26R03 £158.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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SHOWER TRAY RAMPS
•  Assists with wheelchair access in and out of the shower tray.

•  Ramps aluminium edging allows for a smooth transition from the floor to the shower tray.

•  Aluminium edging is bonded into the ramp with the exception of ramp R02, which is separate.

•  Incorporating                      antibacterial protection.

•  Yellow ramp edgings available to assist the visually impaired.
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BODY DRYER
•  Easily dry the users body properly with                    
.   minimum effort. 

•  Warm pressurised air eliminates any rubbing or  
.   chaffing of the skin. 

•  Easily operated control either by the push             
.   button located on the unit or via a remote air          
.   operated bellows. 

•  Average air outlet temperature 20˚C/68˚F.

•  Suitable for corner installation in the shower or         
.   over a bathtub. 

•  Regular use helps reduce limescale build up            
.   and mould growth in the shower area.  

•  When used with the Tern rotating, level access 
    shower tray, puts the user in complete control 
    of their showering routine, see page 12. 

2

11 18

195

38mm
radius

265mm

275mm

2010mm

Reference Price 
04BD-01 £658.00

Void illustrated

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 
postage & packaging charge. (Outside UK additional charge applies).
For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. 

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

Reference Price 
15CC2000 £29.00

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

•

CONTOUR WETROOM COVING
•  Eliminates the need for installing separate
.   coving and captile strips. 

•  Rigid white ABS construction.

•  Supplied in 2 metre lengths. Can be cut to suit.

•  Significantly reduces on site labour.

•  Can be screwed to the wall and floor. Will
.   take up any minor undulations within a wall. 

•  Creates a void between wall and coving
.    which can be used to conceal pipework. 

 G
U

A R A N T E
E3

YEAR
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O
N T O U R  I N C L U S I V

E  
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WINDOW KIT
•  Use as an alternative to a ‘U’ shaped curtain when a window          
.   encroaches into the showering area. 

•  1400mm drop x 1800mm 4oz satin striped 
    curtain supplied as standard. 

•  With a 1500mm straight
    curtain rail.

•  Easy to install.

•  ‘T’ Piece and all the relevant 
    fixings needed to assemble the 
    window kit are supplied.

Description Reference Price 
55mm Plinth 26TP55U £59.00
75mm Plinth 26TP75U £59.00
105mm Plinth 26TP105U £59.00

75mm high

105mm high

55mm high

Description Reference Price 
Window Kit 02WK01 £41.00

E
X
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TIME

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924

55mm, 75mm & 105mm 
UNIVERSAL TOILET PLINTHS
•  Use to permanently raise the WC pan by 
    either 55mm, 75mm or 105mm. 

•  Screw directly to the floor or tray.

•  GRP construction.

•  An alternative to using raised toilet seats.

•  Universal, can be used with virtually all WC pans.

•  Incorporating                      antibacterial protection.
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WETROOM TANKING MEMBRANE
•  Provides long term waterproofing, to prevent water damage to
    any rooms below bathrooms, shower and wet floor areas. 

•  No curing time, ideal for ‘fast track’ installation. Can be
    installed in hours, allowing for immediate tiling. .   

•  Will accommodate differential movement between building 
    elements, which is the principle weakness in alternative systems. 

•  Can be cold applied directly to masonry, concrete, screed, 
    plasterboard and plywood. 

•  Simple to install forming a strong permanent bond.

•  Kit contents:
.   Primer, Reinforcing Tape, Jointing Compound, Membrane and putty. 

Description Reference Price 
5m² Kit 15TS5 £210.00
10m² Kit 15TS10 £265.00

Service pipes,
i.e: wash basin,
or hot & cold 
pipes

Plywood

Wall

Tiles

Bolster to 
overcome the 
service duct 
profile

Shower
tray

l

l

l

l

l

l

Description Reference Price 
Window Kit 02WK01 £41.00

All prices exclude VAT which is charged at the current rate.

SERVICE PIPE DUCTING
•  Overcome above ground pipework obstacles. 

•  Creates a void approximately 75mm behind the 
    tray allowing clearance for above ground pipework. 

•  GRP construction.

•  Available in 1 or 2 metre lengths, can be cut to 
    size on site.

•  Utilise with any shower tray that has an 18mm tiling lip.

•

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk

Description Reference Price 
1m Pipe Ducting 26PD1000 £71.00
2m Pipe Ducting 26PD2000 £141.00

UK mainland orders under £100 are subject to a £15.00 
postage & packaging charge. (Outside UK additional charge applies).
For delivery to a third party address, a £5.00 administration charge applies. 
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EAGL 745

Left hand illustrated

LO
W
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E

V
E

L

WAGTAIL

1850745

LO
W

 L
E

V
E
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MALLARD

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Chamfered edge to front & one side

1200
750

S
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E
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DIPPER

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
No height difference between tray & floor
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Cut to size bath replacement

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Chamfered edge to front & one side

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Suitable for unbreachable floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste

•

• •

•

TRADITIONAL RANGE
Due to our vast range of products, the following shower trays are still available, but in most instances are 
superseded by other models. Please ask for further information.
The Albatross, Bittern, Cormorant, Crane, Eider, Firecrest, Flamingo, Gadwall, Grebe, Heron, Jay, Linnet, 
Pipit, Puffin, Robin, Swallow and Wren are no longer shown in this range but are still available to order in 
advance.

•

• •

•
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EAGL 845
1850845

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
No height difference between tray & floor
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Cut to size bath replacement

•

• •

•

LO
W
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E
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E

L

PENGUIN

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Cut to size bath replacement

•

••

•

800 1800

LO
W
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E

V
E

L

TEAL

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Chamfered edge to front & one side

LO
W

 L
E

V
E

L

CHAFFINCH

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste
Cut to size bath replacement

Right hand illustrated
Ramp R02 supplied separately

1850 750

•

• •

•

1200
800

•

• •

•

1300
710

•

• •

•

40mm 
HIGH

40mm 
HIGH

40mm 
HIGH

40mm 
HIGH

40mm 
HIGH

90mm 
HIGH

LEVEL 
ACCESS

LEVEL 
ACCESS

•

• •

•

1100 750

Reference Price 
EAGL745LH £527.00
EAGL745RH £527.00

Left hand illustrated

Reference Price 
EAGL845LH £598.00
EAGL845RH £598.00

Right hand illustrated

Reference Price 
MALLLH £390.00
MALLRH £390.00

Right hand illustrated

Reference Price 
WAGTLH £402.00
WAGTRH £402.00

Right hand illustrated

Reference Price 
TEALLH £430.00
TEALRH £430.00

Reference Price 
CHAFLH £634.00
CHAFRH £634.00

Left hand illustrated

Reference Price 
PENGLH £528.00
PENGRH £528.00

Right hand illustrated

Reference Price 
DIPPLH £682.00
DIPPRH £682.00

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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RAMP R04

Compatible with Redwing & Kittiwake
Assists with access in and out of the tray

Right hand illustrated
Ramp R05 supplied separately
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KITTIWAKE

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Suitable for unbreachable floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste

Suitable for wooden floors
Suitable for screeded floors
Suitable for unbreachable floors
Above ground tray
Suitable for gravity or pumped waste

•

• •

•

•

•
•

•
1350

750

750

1850
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RAMP R05

Compatible with Redwing shower tray
Assists with access in and out of the tray

•

•

••

•
770 900

•
•

80

•

•

80mm 
HIGH

80mm 
HIGH

80mm 
HIGH

80mm 
HIGH

Reference Price 
REDWLH £629.00
REDWRH £629.00

Left hand illustrated

Reference Price 
KITTLH £749.00
KITTRH £749.00

Not handed

Reference Price 
26R04 £227.00

Not handed

Reference Price 
26R05 £301.00

email us: sales@contour-showers.co.uk     |     website: www.contour-showers.co.uk
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built-in independence

GUARANTEE PERIODS
CONTOUR SHOWERS LIMITED PROVIDE A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY FOR SHOWER ENCLOSURES, 
SHOWER TRAYS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT.

Our Guarantee applies against any manufacturing defects and is 
offered on all products provided they have been used in the
manner they were intended. It does not apply to any 
products that have been misused or abused in anyway. 
Products must be installed and cared for in line with 
fitting instructions and local water bylaws. The guarantee 
only covers products in domestic use by the consumer.

In the unlikely event that as a result of a manufacturing defect, the product fails 
within the guarantee period, we offer a free replacement or replacement part/s 
(or nearest equivalent). Liability is limited to individual products and does not cover 
consequential loss or damage on installation.

The period of guarantee is as follows:
1. Lifetime guarantee for all shower trays and floor formers, with the exception of the Tern tray which 
             has a 5 year guarantee.

2. Lifetime guarantee for all shower doors, enclosures and cubicles.

3. Lifetime guarantee for Contour Showers branded shower seats (07SS50, 07SS51, 07SS52 & 07SS53).

4.     5 year guarantee for Contour P12 shower waste pumps.

5. Other ancillary products are covered by the terms of the manufacturers guarantee, some of which are 
  more than 1 year, and may require the completion of a registration form, for example:
 5 year guarantee provided by Contour Showers for the Redring Selectronic Premier range of 
             electric thermostatic showers.
 5 year guarantee for Whale shower waste pumps (Requires registration with Whale, 
             details supplied with product).
 

The guarantee is transferable, in that it applies to the product not the purchaser, provided registration details are passed over on to the new owner. Please note 
that the guarantee does not cover general wear and tear and it applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. 

DO
Clean immediately after use to stop the build 
up of dirt and scale.

Use warm soapy water or water containing a 
small amount of washing up liquid.

Fix dripping taps / shower heads, this stops 
stain and limescale build-up. Occasional 
use of mild bathroom limescale removers 
is acceptable. Use in accordance with 
manufacturer’s instructions, rinsing well with 
plenty of water immediately after use.

Minor scratches or abrasions can be polished 
out with a mild polishing compound. 

DON’T
Never leave soap / shampoo pools as these can 
cause permanent stains.

Never let cigarettes / naked flames near the shower 
curtain, shower enclosure or shower tray.

Never use household chemical products such as paint 
stripper, nail varnish, household bleach, perfume, 
aftershave or strong disinfectant. These products can 
cause damage to the acrylic surfaces.

Never use any bathroom limescale remover / mousse 
or any alkali cleaner unless it has been specifically 
recommended in the manufacturers instructions.
DO NOT USE BLEACH 
 

104   |   CARE & GUARANTEES     

To place an order call: +44 (0)1606 592586     |     technical helpine: 0845 402 9924
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1.	 Definitions
In these conditions “the Company” means Contour Showers Limited. “the Customer” means the person, firm or Company who receives the 
Company’s goods or whom the Company’s quotation, invoice or acknowledgement of order is addressed; “the goods” means the products supplied 
by the Company to the Customer.

2.	 Prices	
Prices contained in a price list / quotation / catalogues, etc… are those ruling at the date thereof and are for guidance only. The Company reserves 
the right to adjust the quoted prices to the prices current on the date of despatch. All prices are subject to VAT at ruling rate. 
Price Fluctuation: The price and terms are based on conditions ruling at the date thereof and are subject to alteration at any time.

3.	 Terms	Of	Payment	
( a ) Strictly nett within 30 days following the date of the invoice for approved accounts only.
( b ) For no-approved accounts pro-forma payment / cash with order.
( c ) Failure by the customer to pay in accordance with the terms of the contract shall entitle the Company as its options to: (i) with hold future 
deliveries until such payment has been made and: (ii) charge interest at 3% above base rate for each day the amount remains outstanding after the 
due date. 

4.	 Delivery	
( a ) So far as it is reasonably possible the Company will meet quoted delivery dates but such dates are not guaranteed and time shall not be of the 
essence of this contract.
( b ) The Company shall not be liable to make good to the Customer any damage or loss arising directly or indirectly out of delay in delivery of the 
goods nor will the company be liable for any consequential or special loss claimed by the customer including without limitation delay detention loss 
of profit loss of production loss of time charges or liability to third parties.
( c ) Should the company over deliver goods to the customer and should the Customer not inform the Company within 7 days in writing, the 
Company may at its option either repossess the excess goods or invoice them and be paid forthwith by the Customer for the excess goods at the 
price ruling at the date of delivery.
( d ) The Company insures all goods until they reach the Customer’s premises.

5.	 Passing	Of	Title	In	Property	
( a ) Ownership of the property in the goods supplied shall not pass to the Customer until all monies owing to the Company in respect of such goods 
have been paid to the Company in full.
( b ) The risk incidental to the goods shall pass to the Customer with delivery and the Company will not be liable to the Customer for any loss or 
damage to the goods howsoever occurring after delivery to the Customer.
( c ) If the Customer shall, notwithstanding that he has no title to the goods supplied under paragraph ( a ) hereof, re-sell or agree to re-sell the 
goods to a third party the Customer shall keep the sale proceeds of such re-sale separate and distinct from the Customers other monies at all times 
until payment has been made in full by the Customer to the Company and until such payment the Company shall be entitled to such proceeds of 
re-sale.                                                        
Nothing contained in sub-clause ( c ) hereof shall be deemed to create a legal charge over such proceeds of resale but shall impose uponthe 
Customer a fundamental contractual obligation.

6.	 Testing	And	Inspection 
The Company reserves the right to charge the Customer for samples.

7.	 Cancellation	Or	Variation 
( a ) Cancellation of an order can only be made by mutual consent, but where the Company agrees that an order may be cancelled the Company 
nevertheless reserves the right to levy charges on the Customer for any loss the Company has suffered as a result of the cancellation. 
( b ) In the event of the Customer altering the requirements of the contract after instructions have been received by the Company the Company 
reserves the right to amend the delivery time and to charge for any costs incurred as a result of the alteration. Goods made to special order cannot 
be cancelled. 

8.	 Non	–	Delivery,	Damage	Or	Loss	In	Transit	
CLAIMS: Any damage or shortage in transit should be reported to the Carrier in writing within three days followed by a claim, within seven days. In 
the case of non-delivery this loss should be reported within 14 days followed by a claim within 24 days. Neglect to comply with such regulations will 
invalidate any claim.

9.	 Force	Majeure	
The Company will make every effort to carry out the Contract in accordance with its terms but it shall not be liable for any failure on its part 
to perform any term of the contract from any cause outside the Company’s control including (but without prejudice to the generality of the                   
foregoing) act of God, war, strike, lock-out or other industrial dispute, fire or flood

10.	 Law	And	Interpretation 
This contract shall be governed by English law and the buyer shall submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts. If any of these 
conditions or any part thereof is rendered void or unenforceable by any legislation to which it is subject or by any rule of law it shall be void or 
unenforceable to that extent and no further. 

11.	 Guarantee	
The Company does not warrant or guarantee that the goods will be fit for the Customers specific purpose unless exact details of such purpose have 
been notified in writing to the Company’s order. The Company warrants that its shower trays, floor formers, shower doors, enclosures and cubicles 
will be free from defects in workmanship and materials for the lifetime of the application. The Company will, at its option, repair or replace with a 
comparable type or size, any defective product or component without charge upon notification, examination and confirmation of the defect. This 
warranty applies only to manufacturing defects and does not apply to damage caused by abuse, misuse, improper installation or any other type of 
damage. Consequential damages, including water damage and re-installation costs are excluded.

12. No verbal agreement shall be binding unless confirmed in writing.

built-in independenceTERMS & CONDITIONS



Sales Department
01606 592586

Fax
01606 861260

Technical Support
0845 402 9924

Email
sales@contour-showers.co.uk

Website
www.contour-showers.co.uk

built-in independence

For further information or to place an order call a member of our Sales team
who will effi ciently deal with your requirement.

Majority of half height units will come boxed as a complete kit including: 
Shower tray, enclosure, curtain rail with curtain plus all the necessary fi xings
and fi tting instructions.

All our products are fully guaranteed to ensure complete customer satisfaction. 

CONTOUR SHOWERS  •  SIDDORN STREET  •  WINSFORD  •  CHESHIRE  •  CW7 2BA  

LIFETIME GUARANTEE now provided on ALL our shower tray’s, 
fl oor formers, shower doors & enclosures.

Order any stock item before 12 noon, and it will normally be despatched
to you, within the UK mainland, for delivery the NEXT WORKING day*. 
* Does not include deliveries to Ireland, Shower Cubicle or events beyond our control

Find us on 
Facebook & Twitter

Certificate Number 12052
ISO 9001




